
Resident Dining Services Survey
Description: I am requesting the project on the behalf of Michelle Bowen from University Auxiliary Services. Please include Michelle in all emails and
other correspondences: mbowen@albany.edu. She will be getting access to Baseline. Thanks!
Date Created: 2/2/2016 12:35:01 PM
Date Range: 2/8/2016 12:00:00 AM - 3/11/2016 11:59:00 PM
Total Respondents: 1229

Q1. What is your status?

Count Percent

433 35.23% Freshmen

372 30.27% Sophomore

239 19.45% Junior

176 14.32% Senior

9 0.73% Graduate Student

1229 Respondents

Q2. Where do you live?

Count Percent

98 7.97% Alumni Quad

214 17.41% Colonial Quad

212 17.25% Dutch Quad

216 17.58% Indian Quad

235 19.12% State Quad

152 12.37% Empire Apartments

60 4.88% Liberty Apartments

42 3.42% Freedom Apartments

0 0.00% Off Campus

0 0.00% With Parents/Family

1229 Respondents

Q3. What meal plan do you currently have?

Count Percent

701 57.04% Unlimited Meal Plan

94 7.65% 175 Meal Plan

189 15.38% 120 Meal Plan

7 0.57% 50 Meal Plan

16 1.30% 30 Meal Plan

22 1.79% 15 Meal Plan

78 6.35% Munch Money Meal Plan

122 9.93% No meal plan

1229 Respondents

Q4. Do you follow any of these special dietary needs or preferences? (Please select all that apply.)

Count Respondent % Response %

29 2.36% 2.04% Pescatarian

19 1.55% 1.34% Vegan

22 1.79% 1.55% Lacto-Ovo Vegetarian

9 0.73% 0.63% Lacto Vegetarian



11 0.90% 0.77% Ovo Vegetarian

22 1.79% 1.55% Kosher

19 1.55% 1.34% Halal

38 3.09% 2.67% Lactose Free

21 1.71% 1.48% Low Cholesterol

50 4.07% 3.52% Low Salt

57 4.64% 4.01% Low Fat

62 5.04% 4.36% Low Carb

26 2.12% 1.83% Gluten Free

37 3.01% 2.60% Food Allergy (e.g. peanut free, milk etc.)

33 2.69% 2.32% Food Intolerance (e.g., gluten and lactose)

7 0.57% 0.49% Medically Prescribed Diet

930 75.67% 65.40% I do not follow any of these special dietary needs/preferences

30 2.44% 2.11% Other (please specify)

Count Percent

1 3.33% Alleergic to mushrooms, peaches and pineapples

1 3.33% Do not eat beef

1 3.33% eating actual food

1 3.33% GAINS BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY

1 3.33% Healthy food

1 3.33% high protein

2 6.67% High Protein

1 3.33% I don't eat pork

1 3.33% I don't eat red meat

1 3.33% I hate Vegetables

1 3.33% I just try to eat somewhat healthily

1 3.33% Korean food

1 3.33% low on sugar is preferred

2 6.67% low sugar

1 3.33% No beef

1 3.33% no beef or pork

2 6.67% No pork

1 3.33% No Pork

1 3.33% no pork or pork products

1 3.33% no pork/ham

1 3.33% NONE

1 3.33% ORGANIC OPTIONS

1 3.33% Plant-based diet w/ only non-animal dairy products

1 3.33% Prefer healthy food

1 3.33% This survey does not measure satisfaction. The food quality in Dutch Quad can be much
better. The food is usually over-seasoned or too saturated with salt.

1229 Respondents

1422 Responses



Q5. In a typical week, which resident dining location do you eat at most often?

Count Percent

80 6.51% Alumni Quad

251 20.42% Colonial Quad

191 15.54% Dutch Quad

317 25.79% Indian Quad

205 16.68% State Quad

185 15.05% I do not eat at any residence dining hall

1229 Respondents

Q6. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Good value for
the money

Count Percent

44 4.38% Extremely satisfied

256 25.50% Moderately satisfied

221 22.01% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

313 31.18% Moderately dissatisfied

170 16.93% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q7. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Convenient
location

Count Percent

488 48.61% Extremely satisfied

369 36.75% Moderately satisfied

87 8.67% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

39 3.88% Moderately dissatisfied

21 2.09% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q8. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Hours of
operation fit my schedule

Count Percent

180 17.93% Extremely satisfied

355 35.36% Moderately satisfied

176 17.53% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

209 20.82% Moderately dissatisfied

84 8.37% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents



Q9. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Fast service

Count Percent

202 20.12% Extremely satisfied

425 42.33% Moderately satisfied

227 22.61% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

101 10.06% Moderately dissatisfied

49 4.88% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q10. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Friendly
service

Count Percent

249 24.80% Extremely satisfied

335 33.37% Moderately satisfied

223 22.21% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

125 12.45% Moderately dissatisfied

72 7.17% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q11. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Has food I
really like/want

Count Percent

39 3.88% Extremely satisfied

160 15.94% Moderately satisfied

241 24.00% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

309 30.78% Moderately dissatisfied

255 25.40% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q12. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Offers a wide
variety of food

Count Percent

74 7.37% Extremely satisfied

207 20.62% Moderately satisfied

232 23.11% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

285 28.39% Moderately dissatisfied

206 20.52% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q13. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Offers
nutritious/healthy items

Count Percent

103 10.26% Extremely satisfied

269 26.79% Moderately satisfied

289 28.78% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

216 21.51% Moderately dissatisfied

127 12.65% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents



Q14. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. -
Comfortable/relaxing atmosphere

Count Percent

279 27.79% Extremely satisfied

454 45.22% Moderately satisfied

198 19.72% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

39 3.88% Moderately dissatisfied

34 3.39% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q15. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Dining areas
are clean and well maintained

Count Percent

276 27.49% Extremely satisfied

409 40.74% Moderately satisfied

177 17.63% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

106 10.56% Moderately dissatisfied

36 3.59% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q16. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Dining
managers are available and helpful

Count Percent

260 25.90% Extremely satisfied

305 30.38% Moderately satisfied

322 32.07% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

70 6.97% Moderately dissatisfied

47 4.68% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q17. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Nutrition
information is communicated well

Count Percent

195 19.42% Extremely satisfied

297 29.58% Moderately satisfied

307 30.58% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

130 12.95% Moderately dissatisfied

75 7.47% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents



Q18. Thinking only about the resident dining location you eat at most often, please rate your satisfaction with the following statements. - Offers a wide
variety of beverages

Count Percent

427 42.53% Extremely satisfied

348 34.66% Moderately satisfied

146 14.54% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

56 5.58% Moderately dissatisfied

27 2.69% Extremely dissatisfied

1004 Respondents

Q19. How likely is it that you would recommend this dining location to a friend or colleague?

Count Percent

57 5.68% 10 - Definitely would

41 4.08% 9

109 10.86% 8

152 15.14% 7

128 12.75% 6

124 12.35% 5

115 11.45% 4

101 10.06% 3

36 3.59% 2

141 14.04% 1 - Definitely wouldn't

1004 Respondents

Q20. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Environmental initiatives (e.g., recycling,
composting, no trays)

Count Percent

277 25.25% Extremely important

260 23.70% Very important

327 29.81% Moderately important

130 11.85% Slightly important

103 9.39% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q21. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Local food offerings

Count Percent

270 24.61% Extremely important

307 27.99% Very important

311 28.35% Moderately important

113 10.30% Slightly important

96 8.75% Not at all important

1097 Respondents



Q22. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - International offerings

Count Percent

214 19.51% Extremely important

260 23.70% Very important

329 29.99% Moderately important

160 14.59% Slightly important

134 12.22% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q23. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Vegetarian/vegan offerings

Count Percent

242 22.06% Extremely important

186 16.96% Very important

253 23.06% Moderately important

137 12.49% Slightly important

279 25.43% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q24. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Gluten free offerings

Count Percent

195 17.78% Extremely important

164 14.95% Very important

261 23.79% Moderately important

149 13.58% Slightly important

328 29.90% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q25. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Allergy free offerings

Count Percent

277 25.25% Extremely important

204 18.60% Very important

239 21.79% Moderately important

121 11.03% Slightly important

256 23.34% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q26. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Wide variety of condiments to customize
your food

Count Percent

394 35.92% Extremely important

332 30.26% Very important

240 21.88% Moderately important

84 7.66% Slightly important

47 4.28% Not at all important

1097 Respondents



Q27. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Student input on menus

Count Percent

625 56.97% Extremely important

278 25.34% Very important

138 12.58% Moderately important

34 3.10% Slightly important

22 2.01% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q28. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Take out

Count Percent

642 58.52% Extremely important

242 22.06% Very important

128 11.67% Moderately important

44 4.01% Slightly important

41 3.74% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q29. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Special dining events

Count Percent

357 32.54% Extremely important

258 23.52% Very important

290 26.44% Moderately important

111 10.12% Slightly important

81 7.38% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q30. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Kosher

Count Percent

156 14.22% Extremely important

160 14.59% Very important

265 24.16% Moderately important

147 13.40% Slightly important

369 33.64% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q31. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Halal

Count Percent

164 14.95% Extremely important

151 13.76% Very important

246 22.42% Moderately important

149 13.58% Slightly important

387 35.28% Not at all important

1097 Respondents



Q32. When thinking about resident dining services in general, how important are the following items to you? - Late night hours

Count Percent

719 65.54% Extremely important

223 20.33% Very important

103 9.39% Moderately important

30 2.73% Slightly important

22 2.01% Not at all important

1097 Respondents

Q33. Overall, how responsive has UAlbany Dining been to your questions or concerns regarding your resident dining experience(s)?

Count Percent

93 8.48% Extremely responsive

262 23.88% Somewhat responsive

234 21.33% Moderately responsive

182 16.59% Not at all responsive

326 29.72% N/A

1097 Respondents

Q34. Do you have any comments on what resident dining does best?

Count Percent

671 100.00%

Count Percent

1 0.15% .

1 0.15% 9 times out of 10 the staff is extremely helpful and efficient. I'm not sure the name or position
of this man who has helped me on Colonial (I'm pretty sure he's a manager, always around,
usually in nicer dress clothes, on the taller side, a little bigger, goatee) but for a good week
Colonial had only had hummus OR pita chips, not both (pointless). It was lunch time and I
asked the man if there would be chips for the hummus by dinner time. He was surprised
when he realize both weren't out. He immediately went to the kitchen to check for pita chips.
When he realized there weren't any he told me he would have his staff run out to another
quad and find pita chips. I told him not to worry about it because it wasn't a big deal but he
insisted. In maybe 20 minutes if not less, there were pita chips for my hummus. I tell this
story to all my friends because this man made my day. He is the hardest working "manager"
(because I'm unsure of his position) I know. I always see him offering to put away people's
plates when they're done. I used to live on Alumni and never saw this kind of commitment.
In fact, I don't think I ever really saw a manager. This guy is around all the time and always
makes sure things are running smoothly and in the correct fashion. He deserves a raise!

1 0.15% A clean environment for me to eat and socialize with my friends.

1 0.15% A lot of variety of foods

1 0.15% A lot of variety. However, I can not always find what I want

1 0.15% A majority of the workers are so friendly, I can point out who isn't, and who doesn't enjoy
being at work.

1 0.15% After 8 pm the dining hall basically serves scraps of what's left and it isn't even hot. I get out
of class after 8 pm and still have to commute back to the quad. A hot healthy balanced meal
would be lovely. They take the salad bar away, the pizza is stale because it has been sitting
under the heat lamp for hours and the wraps are bland as heck. After being in class all day,
sometimes I just want to enjoy a good meal. I understand that it's late and the workers do
not want to be in the dining hall too late cleaning up, but if our classes get out late we cannot
help that.

1 0.15% all dining halls are unsatisfying

1 0.15% All simple hers that work at simple servings are always kind, give what you need, explain
what they are serving well and always happy to do it. I appreciate this very much!

1 0.15% All time open salad and fruits bar

1 0.15% All workers are friendly and nice and always try their best to satisfy



1 0.15% Always friendly even when it's really late or early in the morning. Love them

1 0.15% Always has enough food

1 0.15% always has fruit to go.

1 0.15% Always has something for anybody

1 0.15% Always have food ready

1 0.15% appealing to the masses.

1 0.15% As a senior I don't visit the dining halls very often anymore. However I remember what I
liked best was having the omlette station in the morning for breakfast, as well as the
sandwich station for lunch.

1 0.15% As a student that have a food handlers license, I can say that the dinning halls are extremely
well sanitized and the food are at theach right temperature. (Outside the temperature danger
zone)

1 0.15% baked ziti

1 0.15% Barbara is amazing

1 0.15% Barbara.

1 0.15% Being open and available for long periods during the day

1 0.15% Bill on Colonial Quad is very attentive. However, that is most likely due to the fact that he
feels horrible about what we are given to eat.

2 0.30% Breakfast

1 0.15% Breakfast foods

1 0.15% Breakfast foods are always amazing.

1 0.15% BUFFALO MAC&CHEESE

1 0.15% Buffet style

1 0.15% C

1 0.15% Chicken patties

1 0.15% Chicken patties are awesome as well as the dessert section.

1 0.15% chicken patties are consistently good

1 0.15% chicken patties are very good, they should have more of the chicken parm and ziti.

1 0.15% chicken pattties are good colonial staff is really nice simple servings is great soft serve is
good sandwiches on colonial and indian are good

1 0.15% Chicken pot pie is very good !! And simply servings (except when it's fish)

1 0.15% CHICKEN. NUGGETS.

2 0.30% Clean

1 0.15% Clean dinning hall with nice employees.

1 0.15% Cleanliness

1 0.15% cleanness

1 0.15% Cleans a lot, most workers are very nice and respectful

1 0.15% Cleans tables

1 0.15% Closing fast

1 0.15% Colonial

1 0.15% Colonial and Indian

1 0.15% Colonial Dining Hall has different french fries that are better than every other dining hall

1 0.15% Colonial does well keeping up with gong the whole day and being open for 16 hours.

1 0.15% Colonial has freshest options and best wraps.

1 0.15% Colonial has great sandwiches.

1 0.15% Colonial needs to have better food, we spend way too much money and the food isn't even
good. I order food from local restaurants at least 4 times a week.



1 0.15% colonial- sandwiches usually good indian- stir fry station usually good dutch- kosher meals
sometimes good

1 0.15% Consistent

1 0.15% Consistent in what they offer. I know I can go at a specific time to receive what I want.

1 0.15% Consistent with staple foods

1 0.15% Consistently well-stocked salad bar, never allowing any food to go un-stocked.

1 0.15% cook

1 0.15% Cook the food properly so the chicken isn't raw

1 0.15% Cookies and omelettes.

1 0.15% Decent dinner options

1 0.15% Dessert

1 0.15% Dining hall food is clean and convenient.

1 0.15% Doing events.

1 0.15% Drink selection

1 0.15% Drinks and French fries

1 0.15% Dutch dining hall

1 0.15% Dutch dining hall is completely awful. I eat chicken sandwiches Atleast once a day because
that's all that's offered. No wonder why there are so many overweight students. Pathetic.

1 0.15% Dutch has good breakfast options. Indian used to have better dinner options but now all
dining hall dont have very good dinner options. Kosher is pretty much the best thing I can
get to a home cooked dinner meal.

1 0.15% Dutch Quad Dinner Hall has the most friendly staff.

1 0.15% Dutch Quad employers are not friendly at all. A lot of times the foods are the same and is
the only quad without a grilled sandwich area. I eat sandwiches a lot but only grilled every
quad has it but dutch. I hope we can take our food to go sometimes we are in a rush.

1 0.15% dutch- the kosher section is best

1 0.15% Each Dining Hall Has Its pros and cons but the two best are Indian- because of the food &
colonial - because of the late night dining

1 0.15% enough food to cover, somewhat wide variety

1 0.15% Every staff are nice not there fault the dinning hall on alumni stink

1 0.15% Extremely good service

1 0.15% Fast and readily available

1 0.15% fast service

1 0.15% Fast service

1 0.15% Fast Service

1 0.15% Fast service. When I'm in a hurry before class I can always get in and out quickly.

1 0.15% Fast serving

1 0.15% Feed me

1 0.15% Food events

1 0.15% Food for finals is great

1 0.15% Food for finals, events without having to have swipes so all students are included

1 0.15% Food is always put out fast

1 0.15% Food is brought out in a timely fashion

1 0.15% Food is very clean and healthy overall.

1 0.15% For the most part the food is pretty good, which is most days.

1 0.15% French fries

1 0.15% friendliest staff, excellent service



1 0.15% Friendliness

2 0.30% Friendly

1 0.15% Friendly and fast service.

1 0.15% Friendly and quick

1 0.15% Friendly people

1 0.15% Friendly Service

1 0.15% Friendly service that is very quick.

1 0.15% friendly service.

1 0.15% Friendly staff

1 0.15% FRIESSS!

1 0.15% From previous years of when I used to eat on the quads, I really enjoyed colonial quad.

1 0.15% Fry food.

1 0.15% Gives what you want, food.

1 0.15% giving different variety of foods for us.

1 0.15% Giving out cold food

1 0.15% good at being friendly

1 0.15% Good at non healthy munchy regret inducing food.

1 0.15% Good atmosphere

1 0.15% Good drinks

1 0.15% Good job on the verity of meals on a daily basis

1 0.15% Good soups

1 0.15% Great assortment of fruits

1 0.15% great deli section

1 0.15% Great environment

1 0.15% Great feedback to customers.

1 0.15% Grilled cheese

1 0.15% Has a lot of unhealthy food if that's what you want. Simple servings sometimes offers okay
selection, rare though.

1 0.15% Has burgers every single day

1 0.15% Has cultural events

1 0.15% Has various options and caters to students.

1 0.15% Have a decent selection at most times (state quad).

1 0.15% Have good drink selection and fruit and vegetables are always available

1 0.15% Having a main course and a separate salad bar/sandwich area

1 0.15% having food available up to the last minute

1 0.15% Having the food cooked and out for the students very quickly

1 0.15% Hires super upbeat friendly staff

1 0.15% I believe they have done a pretty good job in giving out a decent food menu

1 0.15% I appreciate that there is always the bagels, yogurt and salad when there isn't hot food being
served. However, sometimes the yogurt containers aren't filled.

1 0.15% I believe that Colonial Dinning Hall has some of the best made to order options during the
day. They have better food options then other quads like Dutch.

1 0.15% I believe they create a well-organized, well-functioning system in which students can eat
without it feeling like it would burden their day.

1 0.15% I can always find something to eat.

1 0.15% I can honestly say that I have nothing positive to say about this "food"



1 0.15% I don't know which dining is doing well because this year I've only been to Dutch and Indian.
And Not just me but other students also think that the quality of Indian dining food has
dropped.

1 0.15% I don't know why they don't let students to have their portion with their hands

1 0.15% I enjoy the layout of the tables and chairs in the dining hall

1 0.15% I find that dutches employees are very nice. Being uncomfortable and awkward I was lucky
enough to talk to some of the workers which makes it easier for me to go eat and feel
comfortable. Some of the coworkers such as Reese, Patrick, Marc, Ron, Rabeem, crystal(I
think) are always there if something is needed. I count on them to help make my dining hall
experience at its finest!

1 0.15% I go to colonial dining hall the most often because I live on colonial, but I think state dining
hall does an exceptional job. They always have a great salad bar and many different entree
options. The things I like about colonial are that you can get your wraps or sandwhiches
heated up and they normally have pretty good fruit.

1 0.15% I have been to Indian and have thought they had good quality food.

1 0.15% I have none.

1 0.15% I like bbq chicken

1 0.15% I like that it's open late night and the late night meals have gotten better due to more variety.

1 0.15% I like that the dining halls are always clean.

1 0.15% I like that there is always fries, hamburgers, pizza, and sometimes chicken sandwiches. In
case I don't like the specials, it's nice to have a go-to.

1 0.15% i like the accessibility to coffee and yogurt, its reliable

1 0.15% I like the beef Gyros, even if we do not get a whole piece of pita.

1 0.15% I like the high amount of protein offered this year at Dutch Quad. Also, the hosts are very
nice here.

1 0.15% I like the special events that are hosted.

1 0.15% I like the variety of drinks. sometimes there is a good variety of food.

1 0.15% I like the wide variety of foods they have. There's always so many different options that I
may want to try.

1 0.15% I love how the staff try to connect with the students and get to know what they like to eat on
a personal level.

1 0.15% I love the desert

1 0.15% I love the healthy section in the back of state quad dining hall. Reminds me of being home :)

1 0.15% I love the Kosher bar, however the elderly Jewish man almost never wears gloves. I don't
like to complain however a few days ago, he served me a hit dog bun with his bare hands
after touching some binder that were both on the table and floor. He's a great man, I don't
want him to loose his job over this, but if someone could kindly tell him to wear gloves it
would be greatly appreciated.

1 0.15% I love the mac and cheese and chicken patties.

1 0.15% I love the simple servings. I'm never let down by the food they offer. I also really like the
ability to always have a sandwich or a salad. The variety off drinks are awesome too.

1 0.15% I love the special events!

1 0.15% I love the staff in Indian Dining hall. They are nice and always make me feel welcomed. I like
the omelet station on the weekends and the cultural events.

1 0.15% I loved the spice rack state quad added this year, and the blender, although the spice rack
recently disappeared.

1 0.15% I personally think that State Quad has great service.

1 0.15% I think for the most part all the workers are helpful and respectful except for one lady on
colonial she has a lack of professional skills and very unfriendly.

1 0.15% I think its the friendly service i like the most and they are very helpful because I have a
mobility disability yet the help and are friendly especially at the Indian quad

1 0.15% I think that Indian quad is the best and most consistent when it comes to dining hall
expectations.

1 0.15% I think that the Kosher dining options on campus as well as the late night availability are
musts! Additionally, I think that on the weekends the campus center needs to open much



earlier then noon. Not everyone sleeps in on the weekends and I know that I am not alone in
saying that the late opening greatly limits the food options. Opening at 10am would be a
major improvement.

1 0.15% I think the dining hall jerk chicken is their best dish. I'd love if that was offered regularly
instead of fried chicken patties. Also, I really appreciate the listing of allergies on each dish.
As an individual with multiple food allergies, this has been a godsend.

1 0.15% I think they work hard when they stay open late.

1 0.15% I was very pleased with one of the women that worked at the sandwich sand but I forget her
name.

1 0.15% I would have to say Colonial is the best dining hall for its late night food. Dutch is ok but its
not very great and sometimes doesn't have any food to eat.

1 0.15% I would have to say Indian -- I feel they have more variety

1 0.15% In Uptown Quads they have great food options, unlike Alumni where no one cares about our
variety.

1 0.15% India

2 0.30% indian

8 1.19% Indian

1 0.15% INDIAN

1 0.15% Indian and Colonial are the best dining halls. Indian is better because the atmosphere and
the people there are joyful. State quad isn't that great of a dining hall, but it still isn't bad.

1 0.15% Indian and colonial have a working oven / panini press while state's hardly works. (Dutch
food is 3/10 and no one ever goes to eat there anyways) we need more fruit! And seasoned
food!! Salt is important.

1 0.15% Indian and colonial quad have the most desired resident dining.

1 0.15% Indian best, Dutch worst

2 0.30% Indian dining hall

1 0.15% Indian Dining Hall is by far the best dining hall - all of my friends and peers agree. The stir
fry is always a very safe option and they also make very good sandwiches. It is open late
too and unlike my other dining hall, Dutch, the soda fountains and soft serve bar actually
work.

1 0.15% Indian Dining Hall is my personal fav!

1 0.15% Indian dining hall, in my opinion, is the best out of the four quads. They usually have the
better meals.

1 0.15% Indian Dinning hall has the best options in terms of both variety and quality.

1 0.15% Indian does best

1 0.15% Indian does best and usually has a wide variety

1 0.15% Indian does the best. Pan and Alex are great people and that's the reason why I keep going
there. The foods good and the service is great from most of the staff.

1 0.15% Indian due to diversity and variety and quantify of food. Colonial due to vegetarian and
healthy options and convenience.

1 0.15% Indian has a good selection of food.

1 0.15% Indian has a really good mongolian grill and its nice that the heater in indian isnt always
"broken"

1 0.15% Indian has pretty good service. It has more variety but the staff can be really rude
sometimes

1 0.15% Indian has stir-fry. Even if the food is terrible, you can count on that to fill you up.

1 0.15% Indian has the best food , Dutch has the worst selection, dry, overcooked, utensils not clean.

1 0.15% Indian in specific has the best food on campus. The fact that Indian is open to everyone, not
only freshmans, make it a good thing.

1 0.15% Indian is definitely the best dinning hall especially for lunh and dinner! Dutch is okay for
breakfast! I barely go to colonial but I don't like the food there, because the place is not
really clean, so I'm hesitant to eat there. I never go to state, so I couldn't tell.

1 0.15% indian is the shit

1 0.15% Indian is very nice



1 0.15% Indian Quad has a great salad bar. There is a lot of variety to chose from and there is
usually spring mix. Spring mix is the most nutritious of all the salads, and most delicious;
there is usually only spinach and lettuce at colonial, neither of which have any taste.

1 0.15% Indian Quad has the best dining hall.

1 0.15% Indian Quad has the best food (well the hibachi station)

1 0.15% Indian quad has the best resident dining due to their stir fry section, and options to grill
sandwiches.

1 0.15% Indian Quad in my opinion has the among the best food on campus.

1 0.15% Indian quad makes the best omlettes

1 0.15% Indian Quad was smart to bring late night hours.

1 0.15% INDIAN!!!!!!

1 0.15% Indian, Colonial, and State

1 0.15% Interaction with staff is good. Some staff really take the time to prepare your food and are
friendly.

1 0.15% It closes later than other dining halls

1 0.15% It has special themes every once in a while.

1 0.15% It offers a reasonable amount of food.

1 0.15% It provides the necessary food.

1 0.15% It's all a very average experience, there's nothing better than anything else.

1 0.15% It's best at having food ready for you whenever you want to eat.

1 0.15% It's good at not doing things wrong.

1 0.15% It's there.

1 0.15% Just continue to do a great job.

1 0.15% Just sandwiches.

1 0.15% Just wanted to give a shout out to the new manager in colonial quad. I ate there yesterday
for the first time in a year, and he was not only pleasant to students, but was helpful and
kind to his staff-- specifically one staff member who has special needs. It was very
heartwarming.

1 0.15% Keep the omlette station. It's what I look forward to at breakfast. It's the only thing I can
count on for breakfast.

1 0.15% Keeping it clean

1 0.15% keeping tables clean

1 0.15% keeping the stuff that is there daily fully stocked,( ie cereal, yogurt.)

1 0.15% Keeps everything clean and orderly

1 0.15% Keeps students from starving.

1 0.15% keeps the dining area, like where we eat and stuff clean

1 0.15% Keeps the dining hall clean.

1 0.15% Kim and Pan are amazing, love them!

1 0.15% Late hours

1 0.15% Late night dining should be open to ALL meal plans OR dining halls should be open till 9:30.
Some classes end at 8:45 and in the rough winters and tunnels closed after a certain time
it's tough to walk to Indian Quad from other quads just to have a meal that won't even be
satisfying and will leave me hungry within the hour.

1 0.15% Late night dinning

1 0.15% Listen to the students and serve us what we want to eat

1 0.15% Listing the nutritional information for the foods.

1 0.15% Literally nothing

1 0.15% Literally nothing. If i had to choose 1 thing you guys do good....you guys swipe cards very
well Mike and emily are the best!!!! KEEP THEM AT THE SWIP IN DESK!!

1 0.15% Love soups !



1 0.15% Lovely people working there. All very kind.

1 0.15% Mac and cheese

1 0.15% Made to order foods such as omelets, i think they should go for longer than 10am on
weekdays

1 0.15% Maintaining clean tables and chairs to eat at.

1 0.15% Make chicken a lot less dry. A lot less god damn grease. Please fill juice for Christ's sake. I
love the staff there except Ben, fire him. Don't serve pancakes for breakfast and dinner. The
omelet guy is amazing.

1 0.15% Make sure every dinning hall has EGG WHITES (took me a whole semester to get it back)
More Gluten Free Options Less Carbs (I'm on a low carb diet right now)

1 0.15% Make sure everything is full either food or the fountain

1 0.15% Make you feel at home.

1 0.15% Makes good chicken tenders and wrap station is good depending on what worker is there.

1 0.15% Makes me shit Corey is the best sandwich maker

1 0.15% Making delicious food for our hungry tummies.

1 0.15% Making food

1 0.15% Making food taste horrible. Cursing at each other. Swipe ID.

1 0.15% making great pizza

1 0.15% Making smiles

1 0.15% Managers are always very friendly and willing to help out!

1 0.15% Many of the students do not appreciate in general that at least they have food to eat every
day. They give the staff a very hard time and even though, the staff still always tries to be
friendly to the best of their abilities.

1 0.15% maybe its open more hours

1 0.15% Meat loaf

1 0.15% Mix up the menu but doing go wild with recreating traditional meals. Just make different
traditional meals well. So it will appeal to many and give variety.

1 0.15% Mongolian Indian Quad

1 0.15% More options for spicy food

1 0.15% Most likely puts laxatives in the food so it is not in my system long enough for me to catch
some sort of food poisoning or food-born illness

1 0.15% Most of the workers are very friendly and welcoming to students.

1 0.15% most things are made with cheese and getting tired of it, some days there are a lot of meat
options which only limits vegetarians / vegans

1 0.15% my dinning hall in indian is fantastic I love it and the people

1 0.15% My favorite foods (from Indian) are the chicken nuggets, meatballs, and simple servings
white meat. The chicken tenders are awesome, too. The chicken patties are great if you
cook them until they're really crispy, but kinda nasty otherwise. I've been loving the broccoli
at the Indian salad bar lately! Keep it up

1 0.15% My favorite place to get food in resident dining is the sandwich station

4 0.60% n/a

7 1.04% N/a

14 2.09% N/A

1 0.15% N/A - haven't been in a dining hall in quite a while.

1 0.15% n/a all the dining halls have terrible quality of food, no variety.

2 0.30% na

3 0.45% Na

2 0.30% NA

1 0.15% Nah

1 0.15% Never running out of food (except simple servings).



1 0.15% Nice people

1 0.15% Nice service

1 0.15% Nice workers.

25 3.73% no

40 5.96% No

2 0.30% NO

2 0.30% no comment

2 0.30% No comment

1 0.15% no comments

1 0.15% No Comments

1 0.15% no i do not

1 0.15% no i do not have any comments

1 0.15% No it's terrible

1 0.15% No State Quad Dining Hall isn't all that. I'm disappointed in their food and service comparing
it to Indian and Colonial.

1 0.15% no.

8 1.19% No.

5 0.75% none

10 1.49% None

1 0.15% None. They're all gross to be honest. The fact that I spend $1900 for a meal plan and
EVERY time I go to the dining hall there are the same things and they're all gross. I feel sick
every single time I eat there. I found raw chicken in Indian dining hall. The chef offered me a
free ticket to the seafood night at the dining hall. Why would I ever want to step food back in
there? I should have went right to the department of health because that's extremely
disgusting and dangerous.

1 0.15% nope

3 0.45% Nope

1 0.15% Nope, not really.

1 0.15% not having Italian food

1 0.15% Not much

1 0.15% Not really,

1 0.15% Not really.

4 0.60% nothing

2 0.30% Nothing

1 0.15% Nothing comes to mind.

1 0.15% nothing really

1 0.15% Occasionally the food is good, but usually it's tolerable... at best. Simple servings tends to
be the best when it's something I like but frequently it's something I don't like (I tend to be
picky about veggies so that's not your problem). The Mardi Gras this year was pretty good,
and a few weeks ago there was a pho station. Wasn't very authentic but it was delicious
nonetheless

1 0.15% offer a range of eating options

1 0.15% Offer variety

1 0.15% Offers a decently wide variety of items.

1 0.15% Offers a variety of foods

1 0.15% Offers a wide variety

1 0.15% Offers the simple servings

1 0.15% Offers valid alternatives to main meal (i.e. Salad/soup/yogurt/etc)

1 0.15% Omelet stations are long but they're delicious. Shout out to the omelet workers.



1 0.15% Omelette bar

1 0.15% Omelette making

1 0.15% Omellette

1 0.15% Omlettes

1 0.15% Omlettes and wraps are done great on Indian, terrible on state

1 0.15% Patroon Room

1 0.15% Personally, I do not eat the food in the caf because the food tastes fake. I would suggest
more organic options. Not to mention, the quality of the food vs the cost is ridiculous.

1 0.15% Philly's Omelet bar is the best breakfast option around. She is just wonderful.

1 0.15% pizza bagels!

1 0.15% Pizza, and salad. Pizzas on state are usually really pretty good.

1 0.15% Please don't serve French fries and burgers all day, it's very unhealthy and hard to say no to
when there isn't anything else that is appealing.

1 0.15% Please use some flavourful ingredients. Food is bland, oily and unhealthy.

1 0.15% Posting menus

1 0.15% Pretty friendly for the most part.

1 0.15% Probably Indian

1 0.15% Provide the cheapest lowest quality food to the student body

1 0.15% provides a wide variety of options to cater peoples likes

1 0.15% Provides fast food and snacks to get while going in between classes.

1 0.15% Provides fast service

1 0.15% Provides great breakfast in the morning.

1 0.15% Provides students quick easy meals

1 0.15% Providing nutritional information

1 0.15% Providing warm breakfast.

1 0.15% Quick and friendly service

1 0.15% Quick at refilling cereal and bagels

1 0.15% Quick service and the managers are very helpful

1 0.15% Replenish food if not available for a second.

1 0.15% Resident dining always makes sure to get food out as fast as possible as soon as it runs out
and I appreciate that.

1 0.15% resident dining does a good job at making getting a meal quick and easy.

1 0.15% Resident dining does it's best in making sure that there is some type or form of food
available at a given day. This ensures that we can have some type of nutrient if what we
want is not offered at that given time.

1 0.15% Resident dining does late night dining best, which fits better with my schedule that is
comprised of mostly back to back classes.

1 0.15% Resident dining is great at providing a wide variety of foods to the students.

1 0.15% Resident Dining is really good at refilling anything that needs a refill.

1 0.15% Resident dining make sure that food is always ready and warm to be served.

1 0.15% Resident dining offers a wide variety and selection of different foods that appeal to mostly
everyone.

1 0.15% Resident Dining provides fast service

1 0.15% Resident dining serves good stir fry.

1 0.15% Resident dining, in my previous years, has done a good job at replacing food quickly and
having lots of options.

1 0.15% Restocking food

1 0.15% Running out of silverwear



1 0.15% Sandwhich line is good. Simple servings is amazing

1 0.15% Sandwich bar, made to order omelet/stir fry.

1 0.15% Sandwich station is very good.

1 0.15% Sandwiches and icecream!!!

1 0.15% Sandwiches are fire.

1 0.15% sandwiches on colonial

1 0.15% Seafood option

1 0.15% Serve food and clean.

1 0.15% Serve food.

1 0.15% Serve inedible food

1 0.15% Serves food

1 0.15% serves my food quick and polite

1 0.15% Service at certain quads not Indian quad.

1 0.15% Service is always good.

1 0.15% Service is usually fast and friendly. Also, the staff are very good at quickly cleaning tables
once their previous sitter(s) leave(s) in order to give the next customer(s) (a) place(s) to sit.

1 0.15% Service is usually pretty good

1 0.15% Serving food

1 0.15% serving size

1 0.15% Serving.

1 0.15% Settling my hunger

1 0.15% Sift serve ice cream is the best.

1 0.15% Simple serve and sandwich line is awesome

1 0.15% Simple servings has great food.

1 0.15% Simple servings is always very healthy and taisty.

1 0.15% Simple servings usually has healthy food options that I tend to enjoy a lot. All the simple
servings workers are extremely kind.

1 0.15% Simple servings, the fruit, and sometimes the sandwich bar are always the most consistent.

1 0.15% So many students are dissatisfied with dining services and the university does nothing about
it.

1 0.15% Some employees honestly make my day with their jokes and smiles and great service

1 0.15% Some of the staff really do genuinely care about the students

1 0.15% Some of the workers are very pleasant.

1 0.15% Some people are very friendly

1 0.15% some workers are friendly

1 0.15% Sometimes a wide range of options

1 0.15% Sometimes food is really good

1 0.15% Sometimes has good pasta.

1 0.15% Sometimes the chicken patties are good. that's it.

1 0.15% Staff is always very friendly and helpful!

1 0.15% State and Indian does the best food. Alumni is a hit or miss

1 0.15% State dining hall employees are ass holes

1 0.15% State dining hall is the cleanest of all of the ones I have visited.

1 0.15% State has the best dessert!

1 0.15% State or Indian dining hall

1 0.15% Stay open later



1 0.15% staying clean

2 0.30% Stir fry

1 0.15% Stir fry at Indian and variety on that specific quad.

1 0.15% Stir Fry Station (Indian Dinning Hall)

1 0.15% supply nutrition information

1 0.15% Swipe your ID

1 0.15% tells you what food there is

1 0.15% tex-mex food

1 0.15% Th e dining hall has a very friendly serving staff.

1 0.15% That Chinese New Year's special meal event was literally amazing food

1 0.15% The best parts of the dining halls are (for the most part) the friendly staff that work in them.
Other than that, they're best at being awful. The service, quality of food, and experience in
general at any of the dining halls I've eaten at on campus has been ridiculously bad, and, to
be honest, has been a hugely regrettable waste of my money.

1 0.15% The biscuits are really good

1 0.15% The Chicken parm was the best thing i've ever eaten, but ive only seen it one time at state

1 0.15% The chicken wings during finals week last semester were delicious. The themed nights were
always good.

1 0.15% The cookies

1 0.15% The dessert

1 0.15% The dining events every month are usually pretty good.

1 0.15% The dining hall does good with the beverage section, I enjoy the orange juice and amount of
options for beverages.

1 0.15% The dining hall I like most is Indian.

1 0.15% The dining hall in Whitman, on state quad, has some of the friendliest service by far on this
campus.

1 0.15% The dining hall is always very clean.

1 0.15% The dining hall staff are very friendly !

1 0.15% The dining halls are kept very clean and the staff that makes the sitr fry does an excellent
job.

1 0.15% The dining halls never fail to have SOMETHING that I can find edible enough to fill myself
with.

1 0.15% The dinning hall is good at cleaning and making the area a comfortable space

1 0.15% The environment is very inviting. It some times feels not like a dinning hall. With the music in
the background, the laughter. It an escape from reality.

1 0.15% The events and special meal nights are good

1 0.15% The fact the Colonial had late night dinner was cool because not everone is ready to eat
dinner by 8 or may want a late night snack with no access to a kitchen.

1 0.15% The food is bland and boring and lately there hasn't been anything appetizing. The food is
so bad I resort to going out to eat even though the dining is in my building.

1 0.15% The food is serviced well and freshly looking most of the time.

1 0.15% The food selection is horrible. Everything tastes stale. The chicken tastes like rubber. Please
properly cook the food so I don't get salmonella. Thank you.

1 0.15% The foods do not taste like what they say at all, especially the "international" ones. The
workers just stare at you, especially the workers at the simple servings. I pretty much
despise the food here unless they offer onion rings at state quad.

1 0.15% The hours are good.

1 0.15% The ice cream and snacks were best.

1 0.15% The manager Bill is amazing.

1 0.15% The music in state is great. Keep that up. Colonial could use some new tunes.



1 0.15% The omelettes are pretty good.

1 0.15% The ONLY thing I will dare give props to is the staff who are awesome. They are on point,
kind know how to do what they gotta do. The food is overpriced, taste terrible and is the
MAIN reason i stopped going to the dining hall.

1 0.15% The people who work in the dining hall are very friendly

1 0.15% The pizza is okay sometimes

1 0.15% The place is kept really clean

1 0.15% The potatoes (all styles of cooking) are always great, french fries aren't too bad either.

1 0.15% The resident dining that does best to me is Indian and somewhat colonial. Indian is only
really good for their stir fry and their sandwiches. Though the guy they currently have at the
stir fry line is extremely bad. He messes up orders and is very unsanitary. I don't eat meat
and he'll mess up my whole order and add meat, even though I tell him otherwise. Then he
has to redo my order.

1 0.15% The sand which line with the toaster is great, I eat it every day!

1 0.15% The sandwich bar at Alumni Quad has great service and fresh food

1 0.15% The sandwich bar is great

1 0.15% the sandwiches station is great.

1 0.15% The service is good. Most employees are kind and friendly.

1 0.15% The service is great.

1 0.15% the simple servings meals

1 0.15% The soups of simple servings at Indian are very good and healthy.

1 0.15% the special events are always awesome. everyone's in a better mood, which puts me in a
better mood. I love how state goes all out as well & decorates the hall & plays music.

1 0.15% The special night with foods from different countries.

1 0.15% The staff are all very friendly and helpful.

1 0.15% The staff at the swipe machine is mostly friendly.

1 0.15% The staff is always very nice.

1 0.15% The staff is extremely nice. Clean dining area Good atmosphere Clean food

1 0.15% The staff is very friendly

1 0.15% The staff is very friendly and the signs for the food items always are informative and display
the calorie count. The food seems to be fresh and the salad bars have a wide variety of
vegetables and toppings to personal your salad. And the colonial dining hall specifically has
fresh pineapples, grapes and bananas for those of us who prefer fresh fruit with every meal.

1 0.15% The staff is very nice and they always make sure the place is clean and organized.They also
refill the food quickly when something is empty.

1 0.15% The staff members on Dutch and Indian are always very sweet

1 0.15% The unhealthier food is usually great.

1 0.15% The unhealthy food such as pizza French fries burger and pasta is always very good.

1 0.15% The variety of drinks.

1 0.15% The wide variety of foods and the inclusiveness of different dietary needs

1 0.15% The worker are wonderful and friendly.

1 0.15% The workers are all very friendly.

1 0.15% The workers are great

1 0.15% The workers are really friendly and does their best to manage the type of food I want to eat.
And also there is halal food options.

1 0.15% The workers are receptive and friendly

1 0.15% The workers are very friendly

1 0.15% The workers Phillie and Greg at State Quad dining hall are always so nice to me. They start
all of my mornings when I go there by greeting me with warm smiles. Justin is also really
nice. Also, the tall guy who does the pizza is really nice to me, and he helped me get a fork
when nobody else attended to me. I really appreciated the fact that he went out of his way to



help me, and he always greets me.

1 0.15% Theme nights

1 0.15% There aren't enough gluten and dairy free options.

1 0.15% There is always a good variety of food

1 0.15% There is always a great amount of bananas and oranges

1 0.15% There is ALWAYS room for improvement

1 0.15% there is nothing overly great, everything is about average

1 0.15% There is usually a wide variety of options to chose from.

1 0.15% There's always a wide variety of options from which to choose!

1 0.15% They

1 0.15% they all are pretty bad

1 0.15% They all do the same thing.

1 0.15% They all do very well.

1 0.15% They also have comfort foods but they are always unhealthy

1 0.15% They are always friendly

1 0.15% They are helpful. What ever we need they provide..

1 0.15% They are making good food.

1 0.15% They are really good at swiping my ualbany card at the front desk

1 0.15% They are very friendly & make it a good environment

1 0.15% They are very friendly and communicative. I feel they are human and try their best.

1 0.15% they cater to allergies

1 0.15% They definitely know how to enforce not letting people use other peoples identification.

1 0.15% They do a good job at offering a variety of food.

1 0.15% They do a good job on offering a variety every week.

1 0.15% they do a very nice job maintaining the cleanliness of the dining hall

1 0.15% They do provide a variety of food but not many healthy hot food options.

1 0.15% They Friendly

1 0.15% They have a good staff that is friendly.

1 0.15% They have a lot of workers and a lot of choices for food

1 0.15% They have good food sometimes but not enough healthy options.

1 0.15% They have good hours, so the time is flexible for all students.

1 0.15% They have very friendly and helpful people working

1 0.15% They make some pretty tasteless food. It's like their specialty

1 0.15% They make superb omelettes.

1 0.15% They make the environment calm and easy to be in. They don't really do anything best
honestly speaking, just regular work

1 0.15% They offer a wide variety of foods.

1 0.15% They really make an attempt to provide a wide variety of food along with what Sodexo
provides them. Most of the time there is a variety of different foods that can accommodate
almost anyone.

1 0.15% They try to keep dining place clean, and try to keep food fresh.

1 0.15% They usually have enough food.

1 0.15% They're friendly and will help you if you ask.

1 0.15% They're good at keeping students up to date on weekly specials in the dining halls

1 0.15% They're good with keeping the tables clean.

1 0.15% They're very friendly and inviting towards students.



1 0.15% This dining hall is very good with keeping up with the times (holidays and events around the
world). This always makes people feel included and it's always fun to participate in!

1 0.15% this food is awful it makes me sick and i avoid it at all costs. you should really shape up
cause I'm never doing the unlimited meal plan again. this is prison food.

1 0.15% tries to incorporate variety

1 0.15% Trying to give students a good amount of food and getting it to them

1 0.15% unsure

1 0.15% Usually keep lines moving quickly.

1 0.15% Variety

1 0.15% Variety of food

1 0.15% variety of foods

1 0.15% very clean

1 0.15% Very clean

1 0.15% very delicious

1 0.15% very easy to eat healthy I find many healthy choices meats veggies and good carbs

1 0.15% very friendly

1 0.15% Very friendly

1 0.15% Very friendly people

1 0.15% Very friendly people, it is nice to see the same friendly people everyday. Also, INCREDIBLE
selection of breakfast cereals!

1 0.15% Very friendly supervisor the staff seem to try there best

1 0.15% Very friendly.

1 0.15% Very good omelettes

1 0.15% very good staff

1 0.15% Very kind

1 0.15% Very nice people and staff

1 0.15% Very well at communicating nutrition information and Bill at Colonial Quad is ALWAYS
extremely helpful and willing to help.

1 0.15% When there are special meals they are very good.

1 0.15% Where is Wendy's?

1 0.15% Wide variety of food and friendly staff!

1 0.15% Workers are great and can always put a smile on my face!

1 0.15% Workers are very nice!

1 0.15% Wraps and deli has been the best.

1 0.15% you manage to open your dining halls within 30 minutes of the official opening time... usually

1 0.15% Your staff is fantastic and friendly.

671 Respondents

Q35. What program(s) would you like to see in the resident dining rooms?

Count Percent

638 100.00%

Count Percent

1 0.16% -

1 0.16% Indian Food Day

1 0.16% .

1 0.16% 24 hour service



1 0.16% A constant Latino presence in the dining hall food options and I'm not talking "tacos."

1 0.16% A greater selection of vegetarian options. One can only eat so many salads in a singular
day.

1 0.16% A healthier station with better food, or a more expansive healthy section.

1 0.16% A little more international foods

1 0.16% A Menu on a TV displayed before swiping in.

1 0.16% A more comprehensive nutritious menu would is necessary. Instead of constantly providing
unhealthy options like burgers and quesadilla everyday at all hours teaching us the ease of
access to unhealthy foods contributing to the various diseases plaguing our nation, show us
the ability to get healthy options at all times.

1 0.16% A program that would have the residents speak their input on food choices

1 0.16% A take out program would be nice when in a rush between classes, etc where I can take
food on the go. Also using MY meal swipes for a guest would be nice. I still lose a meal
swipe and they're still eating food, it's obnoxious to pay 10 dollars for an Unsatisfying
experience.

1 0.16% A time where students can talk face to face with workers

1 0.16% African food

1 0.16% Ake your own pizza day

1 0.16% Allegey free foods

1 0.16% Alumni has the worst food, it is always cold and the selections doesn't vary, i will never eat
there again. I was eating there for a week and ain't cold stale french fries each day, the
cascades is hard, and the hot dogs were green, honestly i am offended and upset that
alumni is where I live but can't eat due to the nasty food.

1 0.16% Any

1 0.16% athlete diets

1 0.16% Authentic West Indian food

1 0.16% Awareness on composting. Many students at the university do not even know that any of the
dining halls or the campus center compost.

1 0.16% Baking

1 0.16% Bar Food. Wings, chicken tenders, mozzarella sticks. already made deli sandwiches.
boardwalk fries. fried shrimp. etc.

2 0.31% better food

3 0.47% Better food

1 0.16% Better food and more selection in dutch

1 0.16% Better food programs

1 0.16% better food with flavor

1 0.16% Better late night options

1 0.16% Better menu selection , clean utensils

1 0.16% Better options for food. Healthier options

1 0.16% Better pizza. Better pancakes

1 0.16% better quality everyday foods: i.e. yogurt, fruit. veggies

1 0.16% Better quality for food

1 0.16% Better quality of food

1 0.16% Better service, some of the workers are rude and don't give you food that you are paying for.
For stations where food is made in front of you, servers should know what they are doing
and should not be serving raw food (eggs from the omelette station).

1 0.16% Better service; fruits are always frozen; ice cream are difficult to scoop

1 0.16% Better upkeep

1 0.16% Black hustory month night (Soul food)

1 0.16% Breakfast for dinner



1 0.16% Breakfast for dinner, open later

1 0.16% C

1 0.16% Caribbean and Hispanic food day, Make your own dessert. a least once at week have some
special program and decorate the dinner hall (Make a tradition; every X day is culture day,
and make food of a country).

1 0.16% Chicken and broccoli alfredo more often

1 0.16% chinese food, made by a server provided on all halls, like indians

1 0.16% Chipotle day!

1 0.16% Chocolate fountain

1 0.16% Chocolate fountain, late diners, Chinese new year, an improved sandwich bar at Dutch with
a working grilled so we can eat hot sandwiches.

1 0.16% Cleaner eating quarters

1 0.16% Concerts

1 0.16% consistently better food

1 0.16% Cooking challenge again

1 0.16% Cooking classes

1 0.16% Cooking Demonstrations

1 0.16% cool programs

1 0.16% Corn dog night. German food night.

1 0.16% cultural activities

1 0.16% Culture Night, catering to several cultures during their holidays.

1 0.16% Culture nights with different food from places all over the world

1 0.16% cupcake making

1 0.16% curries

1 0.16% Definitely more "specialty" nights like burrito bowl nights.

1 0.16% different food instead of chicken patty everyday

1 0.16% Different food rather than fries all day

1 0.16% different variety of food and more events.

1 0.16% Dining halls open until 3 am. Gym open until 3 am. Open campus center for food please.

1 0.16% Doesn't really matter as long as there is good food to eat.

1 0.16% dont know

1 0.16% Easter

1 0.16% Eating healthy/ nutrition

1 0.16% Entertainment (bands etc)

1 0.16% Everything is good.

1 0.16% Expanded simple servings menu

1 0.16% Extended late night hours Take out options

1 0.16% Fish meals

1 0.16% fish program lol more fish

1 0.16% Food for finals

1 0.16% Food that's less fried.

1 0.16% Food to go

1 0.16% Food to take out more eating options

1 0.16% Food with not that much spices because it upsets my stomach.

1 0.16% Foods all around the world

1 0.16% football



1 0.16% free food for finals and international events

1 0.16% Game night with food

1 0.16% Games while we eat, better music

1 0.16% Get to know the workers.

1 0.16% give the left over food away to the poor or a food pantry

1 0.16% Gluten and dairy free

1 0.16% Gluten free options and lactose free options, but most importantly, more vegetables (not
including beans, peas, corn, and potatoes). Needs more fresh fruit.

1 0.16% good food

1 0.16% Good food night

1 0.16% GOOD FOOD/ FRESH FOOD/ HEALTHY FOOD/ REAL MEAT

1 0.16% Good portions and Healthy foods

1 0.16% Grand food price and board games

1 0.16% Greater variety of foods during late-dinner hours.

1 0.16% grilled chicken

1 0.16% Grilled food

1 0.16% grilled sandwich area also most of the time nobody is at the sandwich area at dutch

1 0.16% Halal

1 0.16% halal food preparations- how different types of halal food can be made.

1 0.16% Have a "Bey Night". A program in which all quads (and apartments) get to experience the
food that Beyonce enjoys.

1 0.16% Have better food

1 0.16% Have Sodexo put better food at Alumni

1 0.16% Health initiatives should be pushed more.

1 0.16% healthier options

1 0.16% Healthier options, more variety and fresher food

1 0.16% healthier options, organic

1 0.16% healthier options, taste testing, more drink options, take out, later hours

1 0.16% healthier options. grilled chicken and veggies everyday

1 0.16% Healthier programs, more international cuisine, more chocolate fountains

1 0.16% Healthier selection, more variety needed.

1 0.16% Healthy food options

1 0.16% Healthy food programs

1 0.16% Hibachi , not often, but, once in a while at least

1 0.16% Higher quality of food even 10 dollar buffets where I'm from are better than some of the food
I get here

1 0.16% Holiday events

1 0.16% holiday food days

1 0.16% How to cook a certain meal would be neat. Or learning table etiquette would be nice and
classy.

1 0.16% I am unsure

2 0.31% I don't know

1 0.16% I don't know about programs that much.

1 0.16% i don't know.

1 0.16% I don't know.

1 0.16% I don't really have an opinion, considering I've actually stopped eating at the dining halls due



to how terrible they are.

1 0.16% I don't understand this question.

1 0.16% i dont know

1 0.16% I dont know

1 0.16% I enjoy the special events, when they change up the dinning hall food. I also enjoy late
hours.

1 0.16% I genuinely have no complaints about how things are now. "If it ain't broken don't fix it". One
time on colonial we had a band playing which was cool because it was different but made it
hard to socialize because you had to shout to the person next to you. Honestly what I like
the most about colonial's dining hall is that it's peaceful (unlike the freshmen dining halls)

1 0.16% I have no idea.

1 0.16% I just go there to eat, programs are not important to me.

1 0.16% I like that this year you have a steak dinner and last year I enjoyed the chicken wings

1 0.16% I like the around the world food programs. They are fun to eat at and the food is always
guaranteed good.

1 0.16% I like the variety of special events and study themed events.

1 0.16% I like what we had.

1 0.16% I liked when there were different options instead of the same things every day.

1 0.16% I live on Empire and cook my own meals, so for myself there isn't anything I need to see.
However, when I did eat in the dining halls I would have liked to have later hours because I
would sometimes have class until 9pm and there would only be the small cafe option open
then.

1 0.16% I rather have better food more often instead of programs.

1 0.16% I really don't know. That's a hard question

1 0.16% i really enjoy the international dining events

1 0.16% I really enjoy the midterms/final late night snack events. Those are always fun! Even though
i don't have a meal plan anymore, I can still attend it since I'm a student, and I love getting
some yummy snacks!

1 0.16% I really enjoyed a day where a musician came to play in colonial dining hall. It was very
appealing and a different environment that makes it feel more enjoyable.

1 0.16% I really enjoyed the Breakfast for Finals program--maybe more things like that. Special
offerings at special hours.

1 0.16% I really loved last semester when there was breakfast for dinner around finals week.

1 0.16% I think that Take Out food services would be highly beneficial to a lot of students. When you
only have a certain amount of time in the day to do the 100 things you need to get done
before midnight, I think it would be much more convenient if we were allowed Take Out
boxes.

1 0.16% I think there should be more options for students to voice their opinions other than the
comment cards. Maybe a meeting in the Danes Den at a certain time where students can
voice how they feel concerning the meals, the menus and the way the workers treat
students and their attitudes in general.

1 0.16% I will like to see microwave.

1 0.16% I would like colonial to be open on Saturday

1 0.16% I would like more cultural events. I think it's very important and many students wouldn't be
able to experience other cultures without it.

1 0.16% I would like some festivities that involve different food.

1 0.16% I would like to be able to take out meals and have more of a variety when it comes to sick
meals.

1 0.16% I would like to eat in peace.

1 0.16% I would like to eat more different countries food. I know that currently you have some
international food events, but I would like to see it more.

1 0.16% I would like to se even more special occasions.

1 0.16% I would like to see a more halal aspect of the food.

1 0.16% I would like to see a Portuguese food program.



1 0.16% I would like to see more cultural programs that are accurate to the countries they are
highlighting

1 0.16% I would like to see more international food.

1 0.16% I would like to see more late-night options.

1 0.16% I would like to see more live music if possible. There was a night where live music was
performed and it was a very cozy environment.

1 0.16% I would like to see more locally harvested foods being promoted as such on menus around
the dining hall.

1 0.16% I would like to see more of a diversity for cultures in the dining hall. The Indian dining hall
had these events my first semester here. However, I feel as if not as consistent this
semester as it was last semester.

1 0.16% I would like to see more of themed dinners.

1 0.16% I would like to see more options to use munch money on quality food like steak and shrimp
like they did the other night.

1 0.16% I would like to see more social events. Seeing countless students eat alone in a gloomy
environment is upsetting.

1 0.16% I would like to see more social themed foods.

1 0.16% I would like to see more themes based on month & holiday etc

1 0.16% I would like to see more variety and different themed nights

1 0.16% I would like to see plain food served. Although Simple Servings has healthy options, the
meat is drenched in dressing, etc. I would love there to be just plain chicken breast and rice.

1 0.16% I would like to see stir fry and late night more on other quads

1 0.16% I would like to see the celebration of more Latin American countries' culture cuisine as much
as I see the celebration of Asian cuisine in the resident dining rooms

1 0.16% I would like to see the Deli stay open longer than 3pm and I would like to see some Chinese
food like the Chinese and Wholly Habanero place last school year.

1 0.16% I would like to see the dinning halls open until 2am

1 0.16% I would like to see the food for finals, the special offers (dining hall premium) for free, fresher
food, and a better attitude from the workers.

1 0.16% I would like to see, different food everyday and better quality food maybe healthier.

1 0.16% I would love a mini dining hall on Liberty!

1 0.16% I would love to see more local produce, and products. I don't like how there is so much meat
served. Try more gluten free options, like rice noodles (pad thai) that doesn't necessarily
require meat. More organic/natural fruits, what's in season, not canned

1 0.16% I would personally like to see a stir fry station in colonial.

1 0.16% I would really like to see containers for compostable waste (such as table scraps, napkins,
etc.) in the dining halls. I keep hearing all of this stuff about the school's composting
program, but it seems like a joke due to the fact that I've never seen a place to put
compostables in any of the campus cafeterias. Having this would "cut down" on waste
immensely, and it would be really easy to implement. Also, it would be great to have a hot
fudge sundae "special event" in the cafeterias once in a while.

1 0.16% I'd like to see a program that informs you about nutrition in college.

1 0.16% I'd like to see stir fry on every quad's dining hall.

1 0.16% I'd love later weekend hours! Also, get some raisin bran at Indian! I need my fiber. It would
be cool if you extended breakfast to 11, too.

1 0.16% I'd love to be able to bring food back to my room.

1 0.16% I'm not sure

1 0.16% idc

2 0.31% Idk

1 0.16% IDK

1 0.16% If I'm paying a good amount of out of state tuition, i should not also be charged 8$ to be able
to eat what looks to be edible food that the dining hall serves. This goes for everybody. The
food on dutch usually is not that great and when they have special nights where they serve
certain foods (for example: surf & turf) i was told a ticket costs about 8 dollars. Why? Very



disappointing

1 0.16% If you're talking about television programs, I would love to see a politics channel turned on
such as MSN, CBS, ABC, or even Fox 5.

1 0.16% In house personal health-coach/dietician/nutritionist.

1 0.16% Instead of tastes of continents, do themes of countries. vietnamese food is totally different
from indian food. Mexican food is what people assume all food from south america, but alas,
its not (also, if you do a mexican night PLEASE don't have ground beef). The taste of Africa
was such a fun night, but imagine having a morocco night, or an ethiopian night. It gives you
more opportunity to mix up the menu.

1 0.16% International Based Dishes

1 0.16% International Cultural Food

1 0.16% international food

1 0.16% international food day every week

1 0.16% International Food Days

1 0.16% International food I.e -french

1 0.16% International food nights.

1 0.16% International foods and late night dinning

1 0.16% international foods made properly

1 0.16% International good day, gluten free food

1 0.16% international, cultured food

1 0.16% International, take out

1 0.16% It would be cool if the dining hall held programs to teach/show students the proper way to
cook things. It could help them gain cooking experience and also when they move to the
apartments (if they do), they'll know proper ways to cook, hence can lower/avoid chances of
kitchen fires.

1 0.16% Italian food

2 0.31% Italian food night

3 0.47% Italian night

1 0.16% Italian night maybe

1 0.16% Its fine the way it is

1 0.16% Just healthier foods and farm fresh foods

1 0.16% just improved food, the pizza is awful, most things are terrible to eat.

1 0.16% Keep doing good for finals

1 0.16% Korean food with kimchi, kimbap, and more

1 0.16% Late breakfast.

1 0.16% late night

1 0.16% Late night dining

1 0.16% Late night dining and take out please! I pay a lot for tis food I don't see why I can't bring it to
my room especially when it's freezing out 3/4 of the year

1 0.16% Late Night Dining in State Quad.

1 0.16% Late night dinner in state

1 0.16% Late night dinning, and more international nights.

1 0.16% late night fried raviolies

2 0.31% Late night hours

1 0.16% Late night hours and take out food would really appeal to students

1 0.16% late night service

1 0.16% Late night snacks

1 0.16% Late night snacks Open on saturday, and open longer on friday international days



1 0.16% Later dining hall hours and better food as a whole

3 0.47% Later hours

1 0.16% Latin American Breakfast, Carnival Food

1 0.16% Latino nights, incorporating more Spanish foods such as rice, beans, Pernil, etc.

1 0.16% Legit food

1 0.16% Less burgers and fries programs

1 0.16% Less fried options.

1 0.16% less use of random greens on food. this happens all the time on the white rice. Also more
grilled chicken or teriyaki chicken. About the chicken, use different seasoning that doesnt
cover the chicken in greens.

1 0.16% live music

1 0.16% Live music in alumni quad not just uptown.

1 0.16% Local and environmental initiatives

1 0.16% Local food awareness and where our products come from.

1 0.16% Longer hours for hot breakfast. Open until 11am instead of 10am. Most students will not go
before class. Especially if you have class from 8am-11:30am

1 0.16% -Longer hours of operation - later at night and earlier on the weekends -TAKE OUT
PLEASE!!!!

1 0.16% Lower calories Healthier Organic fruits or food

1 0.16% lulu-styled barbecue, fresh fruit smoothie bar, Thai food night

1 0.16% Make your own burger / chicken sandwiches

1 0.16% Make your own meal.

1 0.16% make your own pizza

1 0.16% Make your own smoothie

1 0.16% Many have more put your own meal together like hibachi

1 0.16% Maybe a program that promotes the best foods to eat along with an exercise plan/after a
work to enhance and maximize fitness.

1 0.16% maybe a tv

1 0.16% Maybe a vegetarian/vegan day, suggesting what to eat/what would be a well balance meal

1 0.16% Maybe having different sections for certain cultures

1 0.16% Maybe some cultural food events.

1 0.16% Maybe some entertainment

1 0.16% Maybe some programs that teach students how to cook because we aren't going to live off
of microwave foods forever.

1 0.16% Meatless Monday

1 0.16% menus that are accurate

1 0.16% Midterm week late night hours

1 0.16% mixed themes with more variety. some people don't like Asian food or Mexican food etc.

1 0.16% More accessible special food nights

1 0.16% More asian food. I.E. Sushi

1 0.16% More authentic Asian cuisine

1 0.16% more booths

1 0.16% More carribbean food, spicy food

1 0.16% More celebration of other cultures, while still having a wide selection for others.

1 0.16% More chicken and rice dishes

1 0.16% more concerts

1 0.16% More cultural evening and dinners



1 0.16% more cultural events with chefs that actually cook the food with fresh/ non processed
ingredients)

1 0.16% More cultural food please

1 0.16% more cultural foods.

1 0.16% More cultural foods.

1 0.16% more cultural programs

1 0.16% more cultural things, i like that.

1 0.16% More cultural/international food

1 0.16% More culturally themed

1 0.16% More Culture eating like the Chinese New Year dinner for all quads instead of two.

1 0.16% More culture themed food and cuisine. Not only on holidays.

1 0.16% More customization in regards to food options. I would like maybe more choices when it
comes to toppings, dressings, etc.

1 0.16% more desserts

1 0.16% More different food nights

1 0.16% More dining events.

1 0.16% More diversity in the food, better seasoning. For a staff that is predominantly black, the food
tastes pretty white.

1 0.16% more ethnic events

1 0.16% More ethnic food nights

1 0.16% More ethnically arranged dinner specials specific to African heritage groups.

1 0.16% More events with special food and not having to pay extra money for it

1 0.16% more events, more healthier food options

1 0.16% More events.

1 0.16% More festivals

1 0.16% More flavor and season on the food

1 0.16% MORE FOOD

1 0.16% More food options and events

1 0.16% More food specialities

1 0.16% More foods from around the world.

1 0.16% More frequent events (i.e. Mardi Gras, Chinese New Year, etc.)

1 0.16% more fruits and veggies

1 0.16% More giveaways

1 0.16% more gluten free food . aka pasta, pizza etc.

1 0.16% More guest chefs and international cuisine

1 0.16% More halal section since I am Muslim. I don't mind eating regular food but it's better for me
to eat food that my religion would like me to have.

1 0.16% More health programs

1 0.16% More healthy and or vegetarian options

1 0.16% More healthy food options

1 0.16% More healthy inciatitives.

1 0.16% More healthy meals

1 0.16% More healthy option

1 0.16% More Hispanic/Latino dishes; not just Mexican.

1 0.16% more holiday-themed food would be nice I guess

1 0.16% more international



1 0.16% More international nights

1 0.16% More international chef events

1 0.16% More international foo

1 0.16% more international food

2 0.31% More international food

1 0.16% more international food days, those were fun

1 0.16% More international food nights.

1 0.16% More international food programs

1 0.16% More international food such as vietnamese summer rolls.

1 0.16% More international night.

1 0.16% More international programs.

1 0.16% More international/themed nights and more food variety

1 0.16% More Italian food (fried ravioli) or Mexican (tacos) or longer breakfast hours.

1 0.16% More kosher kitchens, dairy and meat kosher kitchens

1 0.16% More kosher options

1 0.16% More late night breakfast because we get hungry late at night

1 0.16% more late night dining events.

1 0.16% More late night dining hours.

1 0.16% more late night hours and healthier food options

1 0.16% More latin foods

1 0.16% More local, fresh, healthy options.

1 0.16% More make your own cupcake programs.

1 0.16% More multi-cultural foods served more often.

1 0.16% More music performances

1 0.16% more New Tunes Tuesdays

1 0.16% more nights where there are chicken patty

1 0.16% More nutritious options

1 0.16% More of an interactive environment

1 0.16% More of the surf and turf or something along those lines

1 0.16% More opportunities to have meals where you have to use munch money to get a better
cooked meal.

1 0.16% More options for food especially more than one meat per day. Not all options have to beef it
should at leafs be beef and chicken.

1 0.16% More options of food when it comes to events. Should ask for students opinions.

1 0.16% More recycling

1 0.16% More sandwiches cause they fire.

1 0.16% More seafood programs

1 0.16% More seats.

1 0.16% More special cuisine programs.

1 0.16% More special dinners. Last week there was a steak dinner and that was really good.

1 0.16% More special entries

1 0.16% More special event nights

1 0.16% More special events

1 0.16% More special events dining please!

1 0.16% More Special food days



1 0.16% More Special Meals

1 0.16% More special nights

1 0.16% More specialized nights like the chocolate fountain was always a hit and I made sure to visit
during those days!

1 0.16% more spices

1 0.16% More stock in the inventory. Like having salad dressing. Maybe bring in outside food
franchises.

1 0.16% more student input

1 0.16% More sweets

1 0.16% More Swipe+ events

2 0.31% More take out

1 0.16% More take out options.

1 0.16% More theme nights with more decorations!

2 0.31% More theme nights.

1 0.16% more themed dinners

1 0.16% More themed dinners.

1 0.16% More themed night dinners

1 0.16% More themed nights

1 0.16% More themes nights

1 0.16% More TVs

1 0.16% More variety

1 0.16% More variety and international meals.

1 0.16% More variety for fresh veggies and fruit

1 0.16% More variety from around the world.

1 0.16% More variety of culture food.

1 0.16% More variety of food other than chicken patties as a main entry every day for lunch.

1 0.16% More variety of foods

1 0.16% more variety of foods between days

1 0.16% more variety of meat and fish

1 0.16% More variety of options.

1 0.16% More variety of soups, such as more noodle type soups, chicken soups, vegetable soups.
More chicken in general, especially in the simply servings. More vegetarian options. Myself,
along with many other people are very picky when it comes to food and I know many people
who are vegetarian who don't get enough options. I also think that there should be more
variety with breakfast, and breakfast should be served until 11 instead of 10. Also- Breakfast
for dinner.

1 0.16% More variety on alumni quad

1 0.16% More variety, I get sick of eating the same 3 things every time I'm there and I'm not talking
about the special foods of the day because usually those all taste extremely bland or they
use too much pepper to attempt to create a flavor.

1 0.16% More Vegan/Vegiterian and Gluten, maybe a station with just those things thag way people
with allergies are not tuch food that can make them sick, this seems to happen a lot

1 0.16% More vegetable and a wider variety of fruits

1 0.16% More vegetables

1 0.16% more vegetarian and low fat options

1 0.16% More vegetarian food that isnt just beans..

1 0.16% More vegetarian options

1 0.16% More vegetarian options & plain healthy foods

1 0.16% more wing nights



1 0.16% Movies

1 0.16% MTV

1 0.16% music

1 0.16% Music..

1 0.16% N.a.

7 1.10% n/a

12 1.88% N/a

27 4.23% N/A

1 0.16% N/A

2 0.31% na

6 0.94% Na

2 0.31% NA

1 0.16% na.

3 0.47% no

3 0.47% No

1 0.16% no comment

1 0.16% No Comment

1 0.16% No comment.

1 0.16% no idea

2 0.31% no preference

1 0.16% no programs

1 0.16% No programs are needed

1 0.16% No programs. Better food more variety. BIGGER servings. I pay about $5000 and get given
3 chicken nuggets as a serving, not okay.

2 0.31% No.

10 1.57% none

24 3.76% None

1 0.16% None I can think of

1 0.16% none in particular, the ones that are already in effect are good

1 0.16% None in particular.

1 0.16% None that I can think of

1 0.16% none, just let me eat in peace

3 0.47% None.

1 0.16% none. I would appreciate decent seasoned normal/local American food.more than random
events/programs.

1 0.16% nope

1 0.16% Not really anything specific

2 0.31% Not sure

1 0.16% Not sure, but I do love late night breakfast during finals week

1 0.16% Not sure.

1 0.16% nothing

7 1.10% Nothing

1 0.16% Nothing comes to mind.

1 0.16% Nothing in mind

3 0.47% Nothing in particular



1 0.16% nothing particular

1 0.16% Nothing really comes to mind.

1 0.16% Nothing specific

1 0.16% Nothing specific.

1 0.16% Nothing.

1 0.16% Occasional events like what happens now.

1 0.16% Offer a better variety of food instead of having the same food everyday.

1 0.16% Offer consistent, simply prepared food. Like a simple meat and vegetable option, where
students can always rely on a meal. Sometimes, the only options for meat are taco meat or
some strongly prepared meat with a lot of sauces and spices. Offer chicken, or steamed
vegetables as a staple.

1 0.16% offer more nutritional meals/choices that also has flavor. More international food event Clean
silverware and plates

1 0.16% Offering healthier options more often

1 0.16% Open between 2:30 and 4

1 0.16% Open late night

1 0.16% open later hours

1 0.16% Options for adding meat to salads

1 0.16% Perhaps a student recommendation meal once a week

1 0.16% Pick your meals for Friday. So on Monday you'll have a Dropbox or online survey with
options and we will pick.

1 0.16% Pick your menu

1 0.16% pizza bagel night!

1 0.16% Polish food

1 0.16% Potato salad is frozen, chicken is frozen, the frozen food that is heated up is mostly gross,
and stop using a single man and a single pot and expect to be able to make an Asian dish in
an effective amount of time.

1 0.16% Programs about healthy eating.

1 0.16% Programs that include better tasting food

1 0.16% Provide healthier options.

1 0.16% Raffle for a day of any type of food. Of course options will be given for what can be offered
and along with your swiping into the dinning hall you'll vote for Friday's special

1 0.16% really doesnt matter to me

1 0.16% recycling/sustainability programs programs to reduce food waste

1 0.16% Sandwich stations in all dining halls.

1 0.16% Seafood days

1 0.16% Seafood night, Japanese food night

1 0.16% Seafood section

1 0.16% SELF SERVE

1 0.16% Should have more variety

1 0.16% slupee

1 0.16% Smoothies pre made

1 0.16% some cultural nights

1 0.16% Something with more food options.

1 0.16% Soul food

1 0.16% Soul food program. Fried chicken, string beans, macoroni and cheese please!

1 0.16% Spanish dishes

1 0.16% Special dining hall events



1 0.16% special drinks

1 0.16% Special event and global chef

1 0.16% Special meal

1 0.16% Special meals to students' request

1 0.16% Stay open later or offer other means to get an actual meal after the dinning hall closes.

1 0.16% Steak dinner

1 0.16% Stronger health initiatives.

1 0.16% student cook offs

1 0.16% Student feedback day to voice our opinions

1 0.16% Student made menu.

1 0.16% Student picked meals

1 0.16% students cook night

1 0.16% Super late dinning hall hours

1 0.16% Sushi Bar, Music Input, More international food, creative fusion of foods and more variety of
food choices.

1 0.16% Taco night

1 0.16% Taco tuesdays

1 0.16% take out

3 0.47% Take out

1 0.16% Take Out

1 0.16% Take out box because sometimes you don't have time for lunch so you can take a bagel and
or fruit to go so you have something later.

1 0.16% Take out food

1 0.16% take out options in residence dining halls

1 0.16% Take out!

1 0.16% take out, less cost to commuters to come in,

2 0.31% Take out.

1 0.16% Take out. Cleaning service.

1 0.16% Take-out

1 0.16% tapas

1 0.16% The Italian fest last semester was great that'd be nice again.

1 0.16% The themed food nights are always really fun and inviting.

1 0.16% The west indian program again

2 0.31% themed nights

1 0.16% Themes

1 0.16% there was live entertainment once which was pretty nice

1 0.16% They've been doing great on the ones they already have.

1 0.16% Tonight! Special: ACTUAL FOOD

1 0.16% Um better food? Or food that doesn't make me feel sick?

1 0.16% Variety

1 0.16% Vegan, vegetarian, and gluten free options.

1 0.16% Vegetarian night.

1 0.16% VEGETARIAN OPTIONS PLEASE!!!

1 0.16% We always have international food days but never a soul food or Caribbean food day. Black
students are on this campus too you know and we want to see food that represents us as
well. Having an African theme food night alone doesn't cut it.



1 0.16% West Indian Day

1 0.16% Wing night.

1 0.16% Wing nights like my freshman year Way better food

1 0.16% wings on friday night

638 Respondents

Q36. Is there anything dining services could do to enhance your resident dining experience?

Count Percent

781 100.00%

Count Percent

1 0.13% more variety of food, better quality, better service, consistency.

1 0.13% 1. Having chicken more often as a cold sandwich option 2. Leaving the hall open later on the
weekends

1 0.13% 24 hour service

1 0.13% a gluten free breakfast cereal at least please

1 0.13% A great deal, actually. For one thing, the cups are consistently dirty. Hardly anything is
seasoned. I often find hair in my food. It also seems far easier to settle for less healthy
options with higher concentrations of saturated fat than it is to eat something with actual
sustenance and that won't send me to the bathroom an ungodly amount of times throughout
the day. Quite honestly, I find myself forcing food down for the calories, it is rare that I ever
enjoy the food that is prepared on site, I arrive and leave the dining hall quite dissatisfied on
a regular basis. Let's be honest, there are children starving in various areas of the world, so
I often don't communicate my dissatisfaction, in interest of not sounding like a total bitch.
However, I am quite sure that I will become insane trying to force down the slob that is
passed off as food. Thank the lord I will be forced to live in a living space that has a kitchen
next year.

1 0.13% A little more seasoning to the food, some options looked delicious but tasted bland people
don't pay all this money for bland food.

1 0.13% A lot of the cheeseburgers and fries are very dry and hard to chew. These should be thrown
out completely and a new, fresh batch should be ordered.

1 0.13% A more friendly staff

1 0.13% A toaster in the sandwich station

1 0.13% A wider variety of food The same thing is served everyday.

1 0.13% A wider variety, that also suits athletes needs

1 0.13% Actual asian cuisine with REAL asian chefs. Real salad bars healthier options, whenever I
eat DH food, I always feel so bloated. REAL tofu

1 0.13% Actual brown/spicy mustard. PLEASE!

1 0.13% Actually have properly seasoned food and overall better food quality

1 0.13% ACTUALLY SERVE FOOD. GIVE STUDENTS MORE OPTIONS OTHER THAN PIZZA.
EVERYTHING IS ALWAYS OUT OF STOCK. AND FOR $2,000 A SEMESTER, A WASTE
OF MONEY!

1 0.13% Add another aspect to the dining hall i.e. (Sandwich bar, stir fry) for more selection

1 0.13% add more food options

1 0.13% Add more healthy choices

1 0.13% add more salt to the food, and having the dining hall open longer

1 0.13% Add more variety to the food on Dutch. Every day I feel like it's the same food. Also it would
be helpful since the dining hall closes at 8, and sometimes I get out of class passed that, if I
could earlier in the day, take some food like a sandwich for later rather than not being
allowed to take any food out of the dining hall.

1 0.13% Add more vegetarian options.

1 0.13% All dining halls should have as many options as Indian

1 0.13% All good!

1 0.13% Allow an increased amount of food to be taken out



1 0.13% Allow me to take out because I don't always want to stay and eat. I would like to go back to
my room and relax.

1 0.13% Allow more. Self serve for dinner and breakfast foods

1 0.13% Allow students to take out food more because some students work and have very busy
schedules and aren't always able to go to the dining hall. I would like to be able to take out a
meal because at the end of the day, where do all the leftovers go, most likely the trash. And
students pay for a meal plan, there should be no reason why they aren't allowed to take out
food.

1 0.13% Allow take out , even if only in a small box

1 0.13% Allow us to take food out

1 0.13% allowing students to run contest and partake in cooking a specific dish once a month.

1 0.13% Alumin , they need better food service

1 0.13% Always have fresh fruit

1 0.13% As I live on Empire now with a kitchen, I don't go to the dining halls anymore. However my
biggest complaint while I was still in the dorms was this: the dining halls need late night
hours. Closing at 8 was incredibly inconvenient. In a campus environment where many
clubs run past this time, it was often very difficult for me to plan my schedule around so that
I could visit the dining hall for a brief time just to get some food in my stomach. If I missed it,
I'd have to resort to some microwavable Mac and cheese in my room, which I think we can
all agree is not really a meal. So ultimately, my biggest suggestion at solving this for the next
generation of students is keeping it open later. I know other campuses do it, so we probably
have the capacity to do it as well.

1 0.13% BE CLEANER. I received food poisoning and was sent to the hospital because of the dining
hall. There was a hair in the food and I told a manager and he took it upon himself to stick
his bare hand into the food to take the hair out. Every single dining hall I've been to has had
an issue with cleanliness. On indian quad, a cook that was making hamburgers was behind
the grill eating a burger and spit it out because it had something in it. I witnessed him go to
his coworkers making fun of what was inside his burger. This is the nonsense that we as
students pay for. Also, One week, I literally requested chicken patties and did not hear a
word about it even to this day. This was two years ago.

1 0.13% Be friendlier, a lot of the workers are very rude and grab your plate and throw it back at you.
Also, the food is pretty gross. I have unlimited, and I would like to get my money's worth but
because the food is always the same and not appetizing, I spend more money on delivery.

1 0.13% Be more diverse, food wise.

1 0.13% Be more efficient by having things already stocked, properly labeled, and made in a timely
fashion

1 0.13% Be more friendly, stop cross contaminating food/being unorganized (stirfry/omelettes)

1 0.13% Be more open to student opinions. We are the ones paying for it so we should get to have a
majority of the input.

1 0.13% Be more open.

1 0.13% be more outgoing

1 0.13% Be more prompt in opening and less abrasive in closing

1 0.13% Be open 24 hours a day

1 0.13% Be open 24/7. Everyone has different schedules. Not fair to pay for a meal plan if the hours
don't let you utilize it.

1 0.13% Be open later, have edible food, have clean utensils, fix the crouton dispenser

1 0.13% Be open much later on all quads. Always stock chicken in the sandwich lines.

1 0.13% be open on friday nights and saturday

1 0.13% Be open on saturdays and all day friday

1 0.13% Be open until 11 each night but keep all options open also. For example, do not close the
salad bar or simple servings until the dining hall closes completely.

1 0.13% Better and fresh food

1 0.13% Better choices

1 0.13% better cooked food

1 0.13% Better employees. I hated going to the dining halls because the employees were
disrespectful and would leer at me. Some would follow me around the dining hall and
inappropriately lick their lips while I ate. They would also comment on my appearance.



6 0.77% better food

12 1.54% Better food

1 0.13% Better food and better hour's the food gets repetitive and often is good at all often times the
decent food runs out and there isn't anything to eat

1 0.13% better food and longer hours

1 0.13% Better food and more variety

1 0.13% better food and service

1 0.13% better food and staff

1 0.13% Better food during late lunch hours. Often i get out of class around 2 and theres not much to
eat in the dining halls from then until dinner starts at 5.

1 0.13% BETTER FOOD in Alumni and for the people at the salad place in the campus center to mix
your salad for in a larger bowl the put into the serving container. It is very annoying trying to
mis it up in the small bowl. Please add cranberries to the salad place toppings.

1 0.13% Better food on Alumni

1 0.13% Better food on the weekends, typically on the weekends on Alumni Quad the food is pretty
lackluster.

1 0.13% Better food options. Healthy food is vital for student to do well. So give us healthier options
so we can suceed! This is for the dining hall as a whole including the kosher section.

1 0.13% Better food quality and variety.

1 0.13% better food with actual seasoning

1 0.13% better food would be a good start. they also never have apple juice.

1 0.13% Better food would be nice, at least some more variety.

1 0.13% better food

1 0.13% better food more diversified food cleaner environment later hours

1 0.13% Better food. I'm tired of being served the rotten ass cheek of a dead chicken on a bun. it's
not even a full ass cheek its 1/8 of one. Pretty much eating bread. i have to soak my shit in
BBQ sauce to get some god damn flavor. It's a Blessing if there's good chicken/Fries. Pasta
sucks. Pizza sucks. Cups are dirty. Everyone knows what kids love to eat and they don't
serve it for no reason. Fix it please i pay for this shit and i barely use it because its so gross i
want it fixed. no one is going to take this survey cause they're too lazy but im speaking for
the thousands of students please fix the shit out of these dining halls not just dutch every
single one. besides indian. that shits kinda nice.

1 0.13% Better food. Today my friend literally found a cow artery in his meat. I could fit my thumb in
it. I have seen better cuts of meat in my dog's food.

1 0.13% Better food. Not the same food every day. The chicken is beyond awful. How about some
real chicken?? that would be great i dont like eating this rubber. All in all, the dinning halls at
this school are AWFUL ( if i could super bold, underline, and italicize that if i could) and the
dinning halls are the main reason i tell all of my friends not to attend this school. I have
never heard a good comment about the dinning halls from any students here. Everyone
complains non-stop I dont see how you guys havent changes anything yet. Please change
something please please please please please please THE DINNING HALLS SHOUD BE
YOURE NUMBER ONE PRIORITY DO NOT MESS THEM UP. KIDS NEED TO EAT AND
BE HAPPY ABOUT EATING I SHOULDNT LEAVE THE DINNING HALL CURSING YOU
GUYS OUT EVERYDAY LIKE I DO!!!!!! I SPEND MORE MONEY ON EATING OUT AND
BUYING VENDING MACHINE FOOD THEN I PAY FOR THE MEAL PLAN DO YOU
UNDERSTNAD HOW RIDICULOUS THAT IS. PLEASE CHANGE SOMETHING I WONT
BE LIVING ON CAMPUS NEXT YEAR (JUST SO I CAN COOK MY OWN FOOD) BUT FOR
EVERYONE ELSES SAKE CHANGE THE FOOD.

1 0.13% Better hours

1 0.13% better hours, and have food served at all hours. Also, the food quality could be increased.

1 0.13% Better hours. Open on the weekends.

1 0.13% Better quality chicken in the wrap area, even using cut chick patty, More dining options (eg,
grilled cheese, chicken nuggets, mozzarella sticks

1 0.13% better quality food

4 0.51% Better quality food

1 0.13% Better quality food. Add adobo

1 0.13% better quality foods, meat is ALWAYS overcooked and dried out. always.



1 0.13% Better quality, less stale food

1 0.13% better sauce for pasta

1 0.13% Better season food

1 0.13% Better season the food. I usually found that the food was bland.

1 0.13% Better seasoning

1 0.13% Better seats

1 0.13% Better selection, clean utensils

1 0.13% Better variety of food

1 0.13% Better variety of food.

1 0.13% Better vegetable selection and late night foods

1 0.13% Bigger servings more variety and better hours.

1 0.13% Break thier contract with Sodexo.

1 0.13% Bring back Mac & cheese pizza!!!!! I graduate in May and hope to see it before I'm gone :(

1 0.13% bring back meal trades

1 0.13% Bring Chipotle to campus!

1 0.13% Bring crave back. Stop putting condiments on the chicken patties (we just like it plain). Keep
the salad stocked (with good lettuce, not soggy almost bad lettuce). Have more common
fruits like strawberries and blueberries. Have spray for the waffles so they don't stick.

1 0.13% Can we get fried chicken

1 0.13% cant think of any but something definitely could be improved on

1 0.13% -clean dishes better -probably communicate with the students more, ask what they like &
don't like

1 0.13% Clean the dishes better, and during the fall semester 2015 a few employees on Indian dh
were extremely rude. I had a very very bad experience with one of the employees and when
i asked to speak to a manager i was denied the right to speak to anyone of any managerial
rank.

1 0.13% Clean up better, make it feel more like a restaurant

1 0.13% Cleaner dinning hall, especially Colonial.

1 0.13% Cleaner silver wear and cups.

1 0.13% Cleaner tables and eating area

1 0.13% Cleaner utensils

1 0.13% Cleanier dishes & better food options !

1 0.13% Colonial dining hall refuses to use the panini grill and claims it is broken. If it really is
broken... Then fix it?! The sandwich station also does not have chicken that looks edible..
They should have mozzarella cheese as an option like the pizza station does, and they
should have fried chicken as well as the grilled. I used to bring chicken and mozzarella
cheese every single day to be put into my wrap and now today all of the sudden I was told I
can no longer do this. If you don't want me bringing food from other stations to the sandwich
bar then you should offer different things at the sandwich bar. In addition, the dining hall
closes at 11pm, but the soft serve machine is always cleaned and closed before 9. Can we
keep the soft serve machine open as 9-11pm is quality desert time? Thankyou.

1 0.13% Colonial open on Saturdays

1 0.13% Colonial should be open Friday afternoons and Saturdays. It's ridiculous

1 0.13% Consider being open more on weekends

1 0.13% Cook better food Serve fresh food Allow students to serve themselves

1 0.13% Cook better food!

1 0.13% Cook better meals.

1 0.13% Cook better, add seasoning, longer hours

1 0.13% Cook the food properly

1 0.13% COOK WITH LESS OIL!!!!!!!!



1 0.13% Cooking your own food

1 0.13% Could you please have more gluten free options that are also vegetarian?

1 0.13% Create take out.

1 0.13% Decorate dining halls with "BeyCore". A service in which the dining halls are decorated with
imagery from some of Beyonce's most popular music videos.

1 0.13% Delivery services would be greatly appreciated

1 0.13% different food company

1 0.13% Dining services could consider expanding their hours, including weekend opening hours and
everyday closing hours (this only applies to State Quad). I would also like to see a larger
variety of foods and spices used to create the foods.

1 0.13% Dining services needs to work on customer service. The employees are rude more often
than not, and very few actually enjoy being there. As a whole they are inattentive and do not
care for the students and their experience. Kelvin working at simple servings on state is the
only person I have met that is consistently smiling and working to be sure all students are
healthy and happy. He is what all employees should be; a wonderful customer service
representative.

1 0.13% Dining services should provide more cereals. When there is cereal it is only for a few days
and they never refill. The same goes for the soy milk. As a person who can't drink milk it is
extremely frustrating not having soy milk available. The service at the sandwich station is
very poor. It would be nice to have a person always making sandwichs. Since there is not I
often have to wait for someone to notice me waiting or am told to come back later since the
lady is doing something else. It would also be nice to have fresh fruit. What is offered is
usually the bad part of the melon or canned. Options like strawberries, blueberries and
pineapple would be much appreciated. Shout out to Reuben and Barbra at State Quad for
always being in a great mood and making everyone happy.

1 0.13% dishes need to be washed better

1 0.13% Disposable utensils and plates.

1 0.13% diversity longer hours

1 0.13% Do better with the rice. Sometimes it's really good, but most of the time, its pretty dry and
grainy.

1 0.13% Dominican food? Plátanos

1 0.13% Don't close my dining hall at 4 on fridays and on weekends please. It is so in convenient.
Also I do not understand why Indian quad has the late night dining. They already have the
best tower on campus. It kinda sucks that upperclassmen get less desirable amenities. I
really do think it is quite unfair.

1 0.13% Don't let the food sit out so long. The bread is literally cardboard after so long. Its absolutely
disgusting. And please stop over-cooking the pasta. Its not supposed to be that mushy.

1 0.13% Don't put cheese on all the hamburgers at State Quad, instead just have it available to put
on for those who want it.

1 0.13% Dutch Quad has the worst selection of food, they need to improve.

1 0.13% Dutch, Colonial, state and Alumni

1 0.13% earlier weekend hours. 11 is pretty late to open

1 0.13% Enhance food menu and quality.

1 0.13% Enhanced variety.

1 0.13% everything

1 0.13% Everything

1 0.13% Everything possible. Better quality food

1 0.13% Expand salad bar to have cut up meat and make sure that and the yogurt is always filled.

1 0.13% Extend breakfast till 11a.m. There's nothing to eat at 10a.m.

1 0.13% Extend breakfast until 12 pm. Also getting rid of late lunch hours will be s great idea
because there's barely food during that time and that's frustrating when you're hungry and
class ends at 2:35pm

1 0.13% Extend dining hours past 8pm

1 0.13% Extend the hours especially on Weekends

1 0.13% F



1 0.13% fa

1 0.13% Faster sandwich line and better tasting food. I really feel I need to tell you that sometimes
the dinning hall messes up on mac n cheese. That is literally the easiest thing to make and
sometimes it's good but other times me and everyone I know hate it unanimously.

1 0.13% faster sandwich making

1 0.13% Food available to take out.

1 0.13% Food is one of the worst things at the school, either not enough choices/choices are poor.

1 0.13% Food is sometimes cooked for too long; noodles are mushy and meat is very dry. Also mac
& cheese should have more cheese!!! :)

1 0.13% food quality.

1 0.13% Food to go

1 0.13% For workers to be more polite, to be present at the stations they are assigned to so that
students don't have to wait a long time to be served, and for the dining hall to provide a
better variety of healthy foods.

1 0.13% Fresher food

1 0.13% Fresher fruits.

1 0.13% Fried chicken fridays!

1 0.13% Friendlier employees and no restriction on take out

1 0.13% Friendlier staff

1 0.13% Friendlier staff and more selection on healthy meals.

1 0.13% games

1 0.13% Geninly be nicer. They seem mad all the time.

1 0.13% get a panini press in dutch dining, have more chicken options

2 0.26% Get better food

1 0.13% get better quality food, more options

1 0.13% Get more options and not just have 1 kind of protein at times

1 0.13% Give colonial back Saturday hours and friday hours past 2:30

1 0.13% GIVE US BETTER FOOD!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 0.13% good food, variety

1 0.13% Good quality food on a consistent basis - while it's tolerable sometimes it can be really bad
at others

1 0.13% Greater variety of healthy options.

1 0.13% Greater variety.

1 0.13% Grilled chicken at the salad bars, curly fries more often, more variety.

1 0.13% Grilled food, not fried everything.

1 0.13% Halal food should be available in all dining halls as its not convenient to walk to other quads
just for food. Also halal also comes in beef and lamb so there should be availability of that
too.

1 0.13% Handing a 200 pound 20 year old 3 chicken nuggets on a plate is laughable. This is not
kindergarten.

1 0.13% Have a larger variety of foods.

1 0.13% Have a wider variety

1 0.13% Have a wider variety of food.

1 0.13% Have a wider variety of options and remain open for later hours

1 0.13% have better food

2 0.26% Have better food

1 0.13% Have better food.

1 0.13% Have better food/more variety.



1 0.13% Have better quality food and longer breakfast hours.

2 0.26% Have better quality food.

1 0.13% Have better selections of food.

1 0.13% Have clean dishes out at all times

1 0.13% Have Colonial DH open on Saturdays

1 0.13% Have every dining hall have the experience of Indian

1 0.13% Have fresher food

1 0.13% Have grilled chicken and ice burg lettuce everyday.

1 0.13% Have late night dining on all quads

1 0.13% Have later night dining hours

1 0.13% Have longer hours definitely

1 0.13% Have more chicken at the simple servings counter, offer more broccoli and more vegetables,
and overall healthier choices.

1 0.13% Have more gluten-free options.

1 0.13% Have more Italian food items

1 0.13% Have more late hours for students who need to study up late and have a more wider range
of amounts of food and change the menus.

1 0.13% Have more late night hours and include weekends.

1 0.13% Have more local options

1 0.13% Have more of a variety besides pizza and burger.

1 0.13% Have more tasteful vegetables and fruits. Fruits are always gone so quickly and the
vegetables are not great, for example, the green beans.

1 0.13% have more than just pizza and the same food, more healthier variety

1 0.13% Have more utensils available.

1 0.13% Have more variety in dishes

1 0.13% Have more variety of food and have a better trained respectful staff

1 0.13% Have more variety of foods

1 0.13% Have more variety of foods.

1 0.13% Have real chicken.

1 0.13% Have some healthier options offered during non meal hours instead of hamburgers, chicken
patties and pizza.

1 0.13% Have take out boxes.

1 0.13% Having more fresh fruit would be good.

1 0.13% having takeout boxes

1 0.13% healthier basic food, more tasteful

1 0.13% Healthier food and nicer employees

1 0.13% Healthier food choices, egg whites for breakfast.

1 0.13% Healthier items like more grilled chicken and vegetables.

1 0.13% healthier options late night

1 0.13% Healthier options that taste good.

1 0.13% healthier variety

1 0.13% Healthy options

1 0.13% Higher quality food, much later hours, open constantly!

1 0.13% Hire faster and nicer people. There are a few decent employees (Michelle and Terry from
alumni are great!), but otherwise the majority of workers are slow and often unpleasant.
Also, the creamy chicken soup should be served more often. It's delicious

1 0.13% Host international-students-cook-a-day event



1 0.13% How about serving actual food Food that isn't cardboard That sounds like a novel idea
doesn't it? AND TEA AND ISNT FRUIT FLAVORED

1 0.13% I don't know

1 0.13% I drink soymilk, and I swear that there is never any soymilk in the Silk dispenser. There
MUST be better watch on how often the soymilk gets replaced. Half of the mornings I go to
the dining hall, there is no soymilk for my cereal.

1 0.13% I enjoy the stir fry on Indian it should be on every dining hall, also a panini press would be
nice for the sandwiches, and the soft ice cream is always broken and not frozen. And i don't
want a chicken patty everyday, maybe once a week.

1 0.13% I feel like I am being watched while in the dining hall.

1 0.13% I feel like the quality of the food could be better. I have walked down to the dining hall and
swiped just to find out that I did not want to eat anything.

1 0.13% I feel that those with meal swipes should be able to swipe for those who do not have them.
Those with the meal swipes should just have to swipe twice.....once for themselves and
once for their guests. Also students should be allowed to take food out of the dining hall. A
lot of food may often go to waste because students may not have enough time to finish in
between classes or they may get hungry during the late night and being that the dining hall
closes early in the night, I feel take out is a good idea.

1 0.13% I found a piece of tape in my glass and a band-aid in my food

1 0.13% I hate spicy foods, I think that we should be apple to put pepper in our own plate if want.

1 0.13% i hope that i dont have to wait for food when it run out

1 0.13% I hope there is more variance in hambergurs and pizza; the menu is fixed every time.

1 0.13% I just wish there were more vegetarian options.

1 0.13% I just wish we had a grilled sandwich area like the rest of the quads and different foods

1 0.13% I shouldn't have to tell you all the time that the juice machine, ketchup or waffle mix is
empty.

1 0.13% I think a better take out option could be utilized. Sometimes when I want to bring food out of
the dining hall, I am not allowed. Maybe extending take out to breakfast, lunch, and small
dinner items could be helpful during busier times in the semester.

1 0.13% I think opening at 9am on weekends would be very beneficial to students.

1 0.13% I think that a quiet area may be nice. The halls always have 100's of kids in them at one
time, and if you have to multitask, ie eat and study, the loud environment makes it extremely
difficult to focus. I dont ever do that usually, but if someone had to it would be really difficult.
Overall it is usually too loud to even hear whomever i'm eating with when we have a
conversation, but I get it. We're in college after all.

1 0.13% I think we need more food options and there should be more food during the transition
periods

1 0.13% I understand that time is needed in order to switch from one meal to another (breakfast to
lunch) but I along with many other people I talk to feel as if only having continental breakfast
from 10-11AM is very inconvenient for people who have back to back classes after that or
just in general. I fee as if there should be hot food options during this time.

1 0.13% I wish more healthy options were offered instead of all of the greasy food they make.

1 0.13% I wish that the breakfast hours could be extended until 11 am.

1 0.13% I would appreciate decent seasoned normal/local American food

1 0.13% I would like a healthier assortment of foods past 8pm. The salad bar, fruits & soup are taken
away around 8 which is inconvenient for those of us that have no time to come before late
dinner.

1 0.13% I would like dining services to be a little more clean in regards to cleaning the tables. Also, I
would like the staff to be a little more friendlier. I tend to smile and be polite to the staff in the
dining hall, and I rarely get this in return.

1 0.13% I would like more dessert options, but I can go to different quads and get different things,
and I'm satisfied with that.

1 0.13% I would like to have more options in food. The one thing i hate is coming down and seeing
the same meals everyday. Also i would like to request a switch up of the fruits. its the same
ones everyday. Cantaloupe honeydew and canned fruit. i we could have different fruits each
day that would be perfect!

1 0.13% i would like to see more healthy options. for example, i can easily get a fried chicken patty
but it is much more difficult for me to get grilled chicken for my salad



1 0.13% I would like to see more options as well as healthier options. As of right now, there is
essentially only one hot option that changes between meals. Everything else remains
constant.

1 0.13% I would like to see more variety with the salad topping options and fruit options.

1 0.13% I would say keep the food fresh and new, like stir the rice if its been sitting so that you don't
end up with hard rice on top and soggy rice on the bottom from the rice sitting in one place.

1 0.13% I'll be honest, I am very Unsatisfied with the quality of the food. I dread going to the dining
hall to eat and most times do not have a good experience. The wrap line is always too long
because the wrap station is understaffed and the food is of poor quality. It's just upsetting to
pay such a large sum of money and only use 40 swipes a semester because I have no
desire to force myself to eat cereal each day since nothing else is appetizing. Sodexo is not
what you should be feeding student who's main source of food is the resident dining halls
when Sodexo is meant for cafeterias like in a hospital. Again, just upsetting to pay so much
and not receive even mediocre quality.

1 0.13% I'm incredibly unsatisfied with the food that is served in the dining halls. The food is repulsive
to the point where myself and many others do not eat there at all. If I go to the dining hall 3
times a week that is generous due to the fact that I am being served almost inedible food for
the $2500 I pay. I've always been disappointed in the dining halls, I am repulsed and
embarassed at the food that is served. I personally do not even consider the slop to be food.
Sodexo is horrific and I have never not even one time left a dining hall satisfied or slightly
happy with what was available.

1 0.13% Ice burg lettuce in Indian dining hall!!!!!! And better cereal.

1 0.13% Immediately drop Sodexo as the food service provider on campus. They don't listen to
feedback at all, the quality of *all* of their food is terrible. Even the most simple things - plain
spaghetti and rice, to name a few - taste awful. They blatantly lie about where they source
their food - if not that, then the food they receive is anything but fresh. They likely don't train
their employees, or just don't care, based on the amount of times I've seen (and *eaten*)
raw meat or unwashed vegetables that they've prepared. When it comes to having a meal
plan, and eating food on campus, let me just say that I refuse to pay any amount of money
whatsoever to a food service provider that also provides dining services to prisons. I would
go so far as to recommend people choose a different school to attend, solely based on the
fact that they would need to eat food provided by Sodexo. I get that providing dining
services to thousands of students daily is a hassle and almost certainly requires an
outsourced company, like Sodexo, but at this point, literally any other company would
probably be an improvement. Home Depot could probably provide better dining services
than Sodexo. Other than that, the dining halls don't really need to be improved. Maybe
modernized a bit, they're showing some age.

1 0.13% -Improve food quality -friendlier service

1 0.13% Improve quality of food

1 0.13% Improve the food

1 0.13% improve the quality of food

1 0.13% include varieties of sides like yellow rice, and macaroni and cheese as a staple

1 0.13% Increase hours and let me take out food (I have class and work)

1 0.13% Increase hours and offer a wider selection of healthy food

1 0.13% Increase variety. More healthy alternatives. Options for after working out such as chicken
and brown rice. Basic options and different meals.

1 0.13% Indian needs freshly squeezed orange juice to be 100% satisfactory.

1 0.13% International food

1 0.13% It could vary the food a bit more throughout the week.

1 0.13% It is very inconvenient that the dining halls pretty much stop putting out new food between
the times of 230-430... A lot of students get out of class at 230 (including myself) and when i
go to the dining hall to get food I am basically limited to like 3 choices

1 0.13% It would be better if there is many kinds of various Soups.

1 0.13% It would be nice to have more dining places open late at night.

1 0.13% Just better food

1 0.13% Just improve on the food itself. Stuff like the sushi or guacamole needs more effort.

1 0.13% Just longer Dutch quad hours and a table of what comes out on what day would be nice

1 0.13% KEEP DUTCH OPEN FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY DINNER. FRANKLY IT IS
EXTREMELY UNFAIR THAT I AM PAYING THE SAME PRICE AS SOMEONE ON INDIAN
YET HAVE TO WALK OVER THERE 2 TIMES A WEEK IN THE FREEZING COLD



1 0.13% Keep health stations such as salad and fruit bar open longer

1 0.13% Keep hot breakfast longer in the mornings

1 0.13% Keep the good warm. Fries and pasta especially

1 0.13% Keep the place clean, not have people get food poisoned by improperly refrigerating and
heating foods..

1 0.13% keep up late

1 0.13% keep up the good work guys

1 0.13% Keep up the good work!

1 0.13% keeping everything stocked

1 0.13% Keeping the sa;ad bar open during the late night hours would be extremely helpful.

1 0.13% Lack of repetitiveness.

1 0.13% Larger cups. Better prices. Larger quantities.

1 0.13% Larger portions if asked

1 0.13% Larger portions please. lower strength laxatives

1 0.13% Last time I had anything good in the dining halls was spring 2013 (the food still went through
me like a frat star through a passed out freshman, but it was good). Go back to whatever
company you guys were using at that time

1 0.13% Last year the all of the dining halls provided USA Today and New York Times on the
newspaper racks outside of the dining hall. They don't do that anymore and I am very
dissatisfied with that.

1 0.13% Late diners, more healthy options (grilled chicken), more programs, more fruits, and a
working grill for sandwichs.

1 0.13% Late dinning hall hours

1 0.13% late hours

1 0.13% Late night dining

1 0.13% Late night dinner at state quad

1 0.13% Late night hours on State

1 0.13% Late night open hours

1 0.13% late night service

1 0.13% later hours

1 0.13% Later hours

1 0.13% Later hours, especially on the weekends. Also you should serve breakfast later in the day
and not have it end at 10 AM on the weekdays, breakfast is good at all times of the day

1 0.13% Less grease

1 0.13% Less strict on the food we can take out of the cafe. Some people who can't necessarily get
to the dining hall in between classes like to keep it for a later time.

1 0.13% less use of random greens on food. this happens all the time on the white rice. Also more
grilled chicken or teriyaki chicken. About the chicken, use different seasoning that doesnt
cover the chicken in greens.

1 0.13% Let us take food out, actually restock food, make better food

1 0.13% listening to feedback and putting action to response to those feedback

1 0.13% Literally reconstruct the whole Dutch Dining Hall. It's horrible. The food is never good. There
are very little options. But not only that, I am an Pescatarian and I have had very little choice
of protein other than tuna from the sandwiches line, which are absolutely not really good.
Sometimes there fish at Simple Servings once a week, but barely. I won't be living on the
Quad's next year, but they really need to improve this dining hall and have DAILY
vegetarian/pescatarian meal choices.

1 0.13% Live music

1 0.13% Longer hours

1 0.13% longer hours and better food

1 0.13% Low, calm, music playing at all times



1 0.13% Lower prices. Local food

1 0.13% Lower the prices for the people with no meal plan

1 0.13% Lunchroom ladies are mean

2 0.26% make better food

1 0.13% Make better food

1 0.13% MAKE BETTER FOOD

1 0.13% Make better food and the people need to better interact with the students

1 0.13% Make better food please, aim a very picky eater and sometimes i got to order pizza because
there is nothing i like.

1 0.13% Make better food with more variety.

1 0.13% Make better food.

1 0.13% Make better quality food

1 0.13% make better rice

1 0.13% Make bigger plates or glasses available.

1 0.13% Make chicken nuggets every day.

1 0.13% make Dominican food

1 0.13% Make Dutch full time like all the other halls. Have more meats and breads for the sandwich
section. Is the only thing we can eat chicken patty's? There needs to be a change up from
that. And the stir fry is terrible and even if i did like it i cant eat stir fry everyday. And why
can't people serve themselves at every station that makes no sense.

1 0.13% Make food people actually want to it, having to eat French fries and chicken patties every
time I enter the dining hall isn't ideal

1 0.13% Make food that is actually edible

1 0.13% Make food worth the money I'm spending. Right now it should be free. Actually I should be
paid to eat the food down there, it's that bad.

1 0.13% Make Hispanic food with seasoning.

1 0.13% make it so that residents have meal plans with more munch money and less meals overall

1 0.13% Make more options! Last year at indian dining hall there were always three options but now
the pasta has been moved over and has created only two options. This made room for more
carbs which no one needs!!!!

1 0.13% Make more smiles

1 0.13% Make one closer to liberty

1 0.13% Make regular chicken sandwiches. Please, don't be fancy if one wanted chesse I would ask
for cheese on the sandwich.

1 0.13% Make state open until 11, the walk to Indian after 8PM is cold and long

1 0.13% Make sure chicken isnt dry or chalky

1 0.13% Make sure ice cream machine is always running & close everything down at 11, not at 8 &
leave a little stuff out:

1 0.13% Make sure that all cups are clean before being put to serve.

1 0.13% Make sure that food is out and people are there to serve waiting 10 mins for someone to
make my sandwich it long when I know they definitely see me but don't think me as a
consumer as a priority.

1 0.13% Make sure the dishes are clean

1 0.13% Make sure theres enough silver and quit it with the paper and plastic stuff some nights. I pay
too damn much to not eat on real plates.

1 0.13% Make sure things marked V/VG actually are, I've eaten meat accidentally many times and
had to spit it out, also be sure at stir fry station meals are separated for the same reason.

1 0.13% Make tastier food.

1 0.13% Make the food better

1 0.13% Make the food edible, cheaper and bring back allowing us to swipe for guest/friends



1 0.13% Make the food hot!!! Play music make people want to be there alumni is just horrible ask
other people on the quad if and they will agree, i'm not just an irate student

1 0.13% Make the food taste better

1 0.13% Make the food taste better. No one is expecting grandma's home cooking but please make it
serviceable

1 0.13% Maybe another simple servings station, or two people working. The line can get long

1 0.13% Maybe bigger portions or better cooked rice.

1 0.13% Maybe stay open later, take more student input, try different brands of food/ingredients

1 0.13% Maybe the conveyor belt for the used plated could be a lot cleaner compared to the belts on
other quads.

1 0.13% Meal Trades please

1 0.13% Minimize the lines that are present throughout the day.

1 0.13% More attentive

1 0.13% More buffalo and bbq nuggets

1 0.13% More cereal options (cocoa puffs)

1 0.13% More classy food.

1 0.13% More condiments

1 0.13% More consistent food

1 0.13% More dairy free options

1 0.13% More diversity in the dining hall on what is served. I used to live on Dutch Quad last
semester but the food was always the same thing most days and tended to be greasy.

1 0.13% more efficient omlette and stir fry stations

1 0.13% More effort into putting out good food

1 0.13% More flavor

1 0.13% More food

1 0.13% More food choices

1 0.13% More food options

2 0.26% More food options.

1 0.13% More food options. Also to stop running out of everything at the deli section as well as stir
fry.

1 0.13% More food options. I feel like I see the same basic things everyday.

1 0.13% more food variety

1 0.13% More food variety.

1 0.13% More fresh fruit instead of canned besides just apples and bananas. There are never
berries. The watermelon and pineapple and grapes that are sometimes offered are good,
except the grapes taste unwashed and dirty, which is very unpleasant. I understand that
fresh fruit is expensive but it could really be beneficial!

1 0.13% More fresh salads and healthy options.

1 0.13% More fruit

1 0.13% More fruit options

1 0.13% More gluten free/ Signs that label that the food is gluten free

1 0.13% More gluten gree options, so far there aren't a lot and that can really be stressful you somt
want to be eating the same thing for the next three months beacuse everything else is going
to make to sick

1 0.13% More grilled chicken

1 0.13% More healthy food that taste good

1 0.13% More healthy foods.

1 0.13% More healthy option especially vegetables. Increase more cooked vegetable options and
fruit options. Take out option.



1 0.13% more healthy options

2 0.26% More healthy options

1 0.13% More healthy Options, hot food wise

1 0.13% More helpful and understanding dining managers and more choices for lactose intolerant
people for breakfast and so on

1 0.13% More hours of operation would greatly help.

1 0.13% More kosher food!!!!

1 0.13% More kosher options that are available daily (deli, fresh bread)

1 0.13% -More low carb options would be very helpful. A good way to do that would be to add more
options to the salad bar. It would be nice to have meat options other than tuna - I'd be
perfectly happy with chicken.

1 0.13% More low fat low cal options, later breakfast hours, more options at the salad bar, less fried
foods and more fresh foods

1 0.13% More mashed potatoes No breakfast for dinner

1 0.13% More mashed potatoes.

1 0.13% More meat options in a day

1 0.13% MORE MEAT-FREE OPTIONS

1 0.13% more nationality based meals.

1 0.13% More of a variety

1 0.13% More offerings of healthier foods.

1 0.13% more options

3 0.38% More options

1 0.13% More options for a healthy lifestyle.

1 0.13% More options for food especially more than one meat per day. Not all options have to beef it
should at leafs be beef and chicken.

1 0.13% More options for food in the campus center

1 0.13% More options for those who are vegan. They are starving

1 0.13% More options in the salad bar

1 0.13% More options on the menu. Stop cooking the turkey bacon. They taste like dog treats. Let us
take the food out

1 0.13% More options that everyone would like. Many of the options are things that many people do
not eat. I feel the food choices should focus less on variety and more on what kids actually
eat.

1 0.13% More options that's change day to day. I seem to see the same stuff everyday. It gets boring
after awhile

1 0.13% More organic, tasty food. It disturbs me the prices of the meals and the drinks in the vending
machines. Bad quality and very high cost for college students.

1 0.13% More quesadillas

1 0.13% More range of food

1 0.13% More salad and fruit options

1 0.13% More salad options

1 0.13% More sandwiches.

1 0.13% More seafood

1 0.13% MORE SEASONING PLEASE

1 0.13% More seating for during busy hours

1 0.13% more sides

1 0.13% More special events so that we could have more diverse food options on more days.

1 0.13% more spices so food can have flavor

1 0.13% More surveys



1 0.13% More TV

1 0.13% more variaty in food

1 0.13% More varied food options.

1 0.13% more varieties

2 0.26% more variety

6 0.77% More variety

1 0.13% More variety and better quality food is really important and ualbany dining needs to offer
fresher food that is of higher quality that is currently being served. A lot of student struggle to
find food to eat and it ultimately hurts students health and academic work when a poor diet
is in effect.

1 0.13% More variety for fresh veggies and fruit

1 0.13% More variety in dinner options and soups, especially more vegetable-based dishes.

1 0.13% More variety in dinner options day to day

1 0.13% More variety in the menus, not the same things all the time, and add more flavor to foods.

1 0.13% More variety is needed.

4 0.51% More variety of food

1 0.13% More variety of food instead of the same thing every single day. If everyone is so precise
about what time a simple serving station opens then they shouldn't close 5-10 minutes early.
many times the utensils still have food residue on them from the previous user and you have
to look twice before getting a fork. The beverage stations are wrapped up before closing and
I can't drink what I want because there are different drinks on either side and if I get done
with the gym i want to come down to the dining hall to get some powerade or something and
it's unavailable to me.

1 0.13% More variety of food, better fruits, better quality of food

1 0.13% more variety of food. I don't want to eat chicken patty everyday. Offer food that has good
nutritional value Make sure there are no fruit flies around the dessert section (Dutch Quad)
allow take outs Dutch quad can use a toaster for the deli station More vegetarian choices

1 0.13% More variety of food. There is always chicken and no vegetarian options

1 0.13% More variety of foods

1 0.13% More variety of foods, better quality and options.

1 0.13% more variety of foods, later night hours.

1 0.13% more variety of fruits! In every hall. Not just Indian.

1 0.13% More variety on alumni

1 0.13% More variety.

1 0.13% more vegan options

1 0.13% More vegan options on the daily for all 3 courses

1 0.13% more vegetable options

1 0.13% More vegetables

1 0.13% More vegetarian food that isnt just beans..

1 0.13% more vegetarian foods

1 0.13% More vegetarian options

1 0.13% More vegetarian options, more vegetables in general.

1 0.13% More vegtables/fruit options

1 0.13% much cleaner spaces and more nutritious and better quality food

1 0.13% Much more properly cleaned cutlery.

1 0.13% My classes this semester are late in the day for the most part. Seeing the service hours run
later would be much more convenient.

1 0.13% My main complaint is that, in my opinion, a lot of the food just is not very good and/or
healthy. This is not to say that there aren't some great dishes, like the lasagna, roasted
turkey with mashed potatoes, shepherd's pie, macaroni and cheese, barbequed pork, corn
bread, omelets, baked beans, and chocolate chip bread pudding. But these



fantastically-prepared items (except for the omelets, which are thankfully available every
day), are hardly ever served. I find any day in which they make an appearance to be quite
red-letter. And at times when these foods actually are served, they are given in portions
smaller than that which I received in elementary school... forcing me to return to the
serving-line again and again. I understand the need to not be wasteful, but a college student
being given a literal 2-bite piece of turkey as a "serving size" is kind of ridiculous. But like I
said, these options are generally not served. In their place, I tend to find rather bland,
generic items that just don't "cut it" for me. It's not that I don't like the foods that these are
attempted to be, but what they end up being just aren't very good... for example, I love
cheese burgers, but I just can't eat the ones served here. Of course, none of this is to
criticize any of the cafeteria staff. They are great. As previously said, they tend to be
friendly, fast, and efficient. But they can only do so much with the ingredients that the yare
given to work with. Two notes on cafeteria cleanliness: It seems that much of the silverware
doesn't get adequately-washed. Most of the time, when I go to pull a fork or spoon out of the
rack, the first couple have chunks of old food stuck to them... I have to keep digging in the
container to find one that is actually clean. This really grosses me out. Also, the municipal
ice cream scoops in the Dutch cafeteria fester in the same, gross cup of (non-recirculating)
water all day, with giant globs of liquefied ice cream coagulating and congealing with them.
It couldn't use those scoops if someone were to pay me to. When I wan ice cream, I end up
having to search for an actually-clean spoon, and digging it out with that.

1 0.13% My only concern is that I feel like a few workers in the dining hall always seem disgruntled
and unhappy, making them slightly abrasive to talk to.

4 0.51% n/a

7 0.90% N/a

18 2.30% N/A

3 0.38% na

3 0.38% Na

1 0.13% NA

1 0.13% Nah

1 0.13% nah they do a pretty good job overall

7 0.90% no

13 1.66% No

1 0.13% no comment

1 0.13% No they are great

1 0.13% No they are pretty good now

1 0.13% no, they're great

3 0.38% No.

3 0.38% none

3 0.38% None

1 0.13% None whatsoever, keep up the good work

1 0.13% None.

4 0.51% Nope

1 0.13% Nope, I'm highly satisfied.

1 0.13% Not always have the same foods every day for example cheeseburgers and or chicken
patties

1 0.13% not at all

1 0.13% not burn the food, make sure it stays warm, check if things such as lettuce is brown

1 0.13% Not much.

5 0.64% Not really

1 0.13% Not that I can think of.

1 0.13% Nothing

1 0.13% Nothing honestly I find Dutch the best because people who are shy to eat or eat alone is the
best. Either I can go to Dutch and enjoy a meal alone or I won't go at all. Hearing rumors
that it may be taken out I hope is a lie. I speak for a lot of kids who like to eat alone or not
feel judge. I can't step into any other dining hall without feeling judge even if in with a friend



or not.

1 0.13% Offer a wider variety of foods.

1 0.13% Offer actually real and not mass-produced food that has some flavor.

1 0.13% Offer better dinning options; Speedy service; Ensure that the food and treats provided are
FRESH!

1 0.13% Offer chicken with just salt and pepper not the other spices.

1 0.13% Offer consistent, simply prepared food. Like a simple meat and vegetable option, where
students can always rely on a meal. Sometimes, the only options for meat are taco meat or
some strongly prepared meat with a lot of sauces and spices. Offer chicken, or steamed
vegetables as a staple. Also, don't run out of forks during busy hours: I've had to eat my
meal with two knives because there are no forks available anywhere.

1 0.13% Offer food late on Friday and weekends

1 0.13% Offer healthier meals & better tasting food

1 0.13% Offer less beef and pork options and more chicken.

1 0.13% Offer more dining events.

1 0.13% Offer more flavored water and more traditional soup options

1 0.13% Offer more flexible food choices

1 0.13% Offer more food options at different dining halls, provide students with bigger servings of
food, and provide condiments/seasonings on the side for students to utilize.

1 0.13% Offer more international cuisines

1 0.13% Offer more variety and better food

1 0.13% Offer more variety of fruits

1 0.13% Offer simple, tasty, healthy dishes.

1 0.13% Offer take out

1 0.13% Open earlier on the weekends and close later on the weekends too

1 0.13% Open earlier on the weekends for breakfast.

1 0.13% open earlier on weekends

1 0.13% Open earlier on weekends

1 0.13% Open later hours for convenience for people who have late night classes, jobs, or up
studying late

1 0.13% Open more hours on weekend

1 0.13% Open on weekends

1 0.13% Overall better food.

1 0.13% people are perfect

1 0.13% Pineapple juice.

1 0.13% pizza bagel

1 0.13% Please bring in more varieties of halal food and not just limited to chicken. Please leave the
pork on a different station and not in the same station as other non-pork meal. And if it is
possible making pork pan and spoon color coded and separate them from other food.

1 0.13% Please don't do really bad renditions of "ethnic" food

1 0.13% Please have more healthy options. offer grilled chicken instead of having fried chicken
patties every day

1 0.13% Please label the ice cream flavors! Additionally, the drinks tend to run out; it would be very
much appreciated if I did not need to for assistance every time I would like lemonade.

1 0.13% Please make sure there is a section for vegans.

1 0.13% Please offer Asian food for Asian Americans or internationals who miss their cultures food.

1 0.13% Please open colonial dining hall on weekends. On weekend nights when I work late I don't
have anything to east except cusatos in the campus center which isn't good for a healthy
option.

1 0.13% PLEASE PLEASE GET TAKE OUT also open earlier on the weekends and stay open later



on the week days

1 0.13% Please put frosted flakes on colonial and indian!! colonial needs a better salad bar, similar to
indians You guys need to stop being cheap with certain foods. I got a sandwich from state
several times with only ONE piece of turkey, like wow thank you sir. The sandwiches on
colonial and Indian are usually always good.

1 0.13% Please serve larger varieties of pizza.

1 0.13% Possibly increase resident dining hall hours, the weekend hours are extremely inconvenient.

1 0.13% Proper calorie information, and a lot less junk food

1 0.13% Provide a bit more variety of food

1 0.13% provide a wider variety of food.

1 0.13% Provide better food

1 0.13% Provide edible food

1 0.13% Provide more variety of foods

1 0.13% Provide more vegetarian meals besides the basics of salad, breakfast, and pasta. Those
sometimes become over used.

1 0.13% Put a dining hall on empire

1 0.13% Put pickles on the sandwich line

1 0.13% put spices in food, have more choices in salad bar, have a toaster for the made to order deli

1 0.13% Quality control their food, especially the chicken.

1 0.13% Quality of the food, very bland and can be unappetizing sometimes

1 0.13% Raviolis should be served more often. Turkey is served much more often at state compared
to Dutch. Ditch should have more turkey. There isn't much fruit variety. Also on state every
morning there is always freshly squeezed orange juice, Dutch runs out by 9am.

1 0.13% rearrange seating to a more relaxed atmosphere, a booth with self-serve vegetables. Add
more fruit

1 0.13% refill things faster

1 0.13% Respectable employees. Employees that don't have an attitude when serving food to
students.

1 0.13% Sandwich line needs to move quicker, serving "good" food every day would be a start. My
experience at Colonial dining hall has been a lot worse than my experience last year on
Indian Quad. I get one "great" meal here around once every two weeks compared to last
year when I would get a "great" meal a few times per week.

1 0.13% Seafood

1 0.13% season food better. It's really bland

1 0.13% Season food more.

2 0.26% Season the food

1 0.13% seasoning the food slightly better (just a little more salt at least)

1 0.13% Serve breakfast longer during the weekdays.

1 0.13% Serve flavorful food. Not close have the locations at 8pm

1 0.13% Serve more chicken than beef and pork.

1 0.13% Serve more grilled cheese

1 0.13% Serve more variety of food that tastes good & allow take out

1 0.13% Shocking

1 0.13% Smile more

1 0.13% Soft Serve machine in Alumni

1 0.13% some of the workers have a really bad attitude. I pay a lot of money and I do not appreciate
rude service.

1 0.13% Something that I wish we could have is cultural food, such as instead of tacos which are
done a lot, it can be switched to empanadas one day or so. Beans instead of soup could be
offered with the rice at the healthy station as well.



1 0.13% Something that would enhance my experience at the Dining hall would be the introduction of
fruits when they are safe to eat, bananas are not supposed to be eating when green.

1 0.13% Sometime their is a need for good quality. So that they can avoid the wastage of food.

1 0.13% Sometimes I feel, the dishes aren't that clean but otherwise it's fine.

1 0.13% spanish food

1 0.13% Speed up the deli line

1 0.13% Staff could be a little more friendly.

1 0.13% staff is usually angry. less fried food

1 0.13% State Quad dining hall should make better quality pizzas; only the crust is good. Only make
regular, buffalo, and barbecue chicken patties because the students only like that. Also buy
a new toaster or grill for the sandwich bar. Indian and Colonial are fine the way they are.

1 0.13% State Quad sometimes is short on silverware during the dinner rush hour

1 0.13% State should be open later

4 0.51% Stay open later

1 0.13% Stay open later and have more quality food.

1 0.13% Stay open later.

1 0.13% steak day

1 0.13% Stop having so much weird food. Diversity in selection is great, but don't over do it. All most
people want are burgers, sandwiches, Mac and cheese, pizza (huge improvement from last
year), chicken nuggets, and then one or two options for a healthier dinner like roast beef or
baked chicken.

1 0.13% Stop over spicing your foods to mask the flavors. Improve your dishwashing standards.
Encourage employees to be more friendly.

1 0.13% STOP PUTTING THE FRUIT IN THE WATER Also please don't start clearing food stations
40 minutes before closing. Especially on weekends when Indian closes (way too early) at 8.

1 0.13% stop putting the same stuff everyday

1 0.13% Stop throwing away the vegetables at 8! I always wish I had my spinach and broccoli late at
night, and it's annoying to think of it in the garbage. If nothing else, hit me up before you
throw it away! I'll take that

1 0.13% student input

1 0.13% take out

5 0.64% Take out

1 0.13% Take Out and Late Night Hours

1 0.13% Take out and later hours

1 0.13% take out better hours

1 0.13% Take out meals

1 0.13% take out options in residence dining halls

1 0.13% Take out!

1 0.13% Take some pride in your work please.

1 0.13% Takeout options

1 0.13% Teach the dinning hall workers how to cook, it wouldn't be that hard even with the sub-par
ingredients that are used in the process. For example don't add equal parts salt, garlic,
onion, and chicken this is not an exaggeration a dinning hall worker served me this once.

1 0.13% The cleanliness of the eating utensils as well as the politeness of the attendants.

1 0.13% The cups are always dirty and there is often no forks. The dutch and Colonial Dining hall
also have not very convenient hours.

1 0.13% The dining hall can always offer a more variety of cousines.

1 0.13% The dining hall staff is great. They are all very kind and welcoming.

1 0.13% The dining staff at Indian could be nicer. Sometimes they are extremely rude. The dining
staff at Colonial are nicer.



1 0.13% the disabled woman that works in the colonial dining hall follows me around the dining hall, it
makes me uncomfortable

1 0.13% The dishes aren't always clean.

1 0.13% The food is honestly awful. It's the same things everyday, and I understand it's a buffet style
but Ive been to other colleges with MUCH better food

1 0.13% The food is pretty bland and isn't cooked all the way through sometimes.

1 0.13% The food should be made in better quality.

1 0.13% The food taste like garbage. Need actual food that doesn't make me want to throw up. The
quality of the food sucks

1 0.13% The girl swiping me in at the front can have a better attitude. And caesar salad everyday!

1 0.13% The hours don't fit my schedule all the time, unfortunately I have lacrosse practice until 3:30
and then class and the hot food does not come out until 4 in which when I can eat again, the
hot food is usually out

1 0.13% the only complaint I have is sometimes the dishes need to be restocked and they aren't so
we have no cups or plates, and the dining hall itself could be a lot cleaner

1 0.13% The pizza is always old and hard and cold.

1 0.13% The quality in the food. Or the taste. Sometimes more seasoning does wonder to the taste.

1 0.13% The salad bar is bland with minimal options and usually mostly frozen.

1 0.13% The server who is normally by the pasta in dutch to the left by the kosher is ridiculously rude

1 0.13% The simple servings service is lacking in the flavor category, the food selection at the station
is good, but the actual food is sub-par. Also the deli station at colonial quad, is usually
messy, the vegetables and deli meats are sitting out, and the equipment looks dirty.
Breaded chicken should be offered as a deli meat option and more condiments as far as
sauces should be available. CHIPOTLE MAYO!!

1 0.13% The staff tends to be rude and unhelpful

1 0.13% The stir fry line is extremely long and takes forever all the time. There should never be only
one person at the grill at one time. AT LEAST two people are needed. Also, a bigger grill
would help

1 0.13% The times they take away hot meals. It conflicts with my schedule if I have a 4:15pm class.

1 0.13% The workers in State Quad are extremely rude, to a point where I am uncomfortable. State
dining has a reputation of not being as good as the other dining halls, and on top of that the
workers are rarely helpful and have a poor attitude.

1 0.13% Their is always chicken burgers and fries everyday, have something healthy at least once a
day.

1 0.13% there could be more healthy options.

1 0.13% There should be chicken more often at the wrap/deli area. There should be chicken more
available for chicken Caesar salads and the like.

1 0.13% There should be mire variety of foods and we should be able to take stuff out. Because
sometimes schedules dont accomodate with dining hall hours.

1 0.13% There should be more options for Pescatarians, Vegetarians, and Vegans. I have noticed
that we are only offered a very limited variety of food. I personally eat only the same thing
every day.

1 0.13% There should be more workers on the stir-fry line on Indian because it is always so long. I
would also like for there to always have lemons available all the time for tea and salads and
lemon/lime water that they always have on state quad.

1 0.13% There's a time gap between like 3 and 4 where there is no longer hot food served. This can
be extremely inconvienent for people's class schedules. Also there should be more healthy
choices in the dining hall. We are served the same burger, fries, and fried chicken patties
everyday. It would be nice to maybe eliminate those once a week at least and have much
healthier options. Many students want to eat healthy to maintain weight goals but that is very
hard in the dining hall.

1 0.13% They can cook & serve food with more care. The food quality is terrible.

1 0.13% They can give better portions of foo to students.

1 0.13% they could add more food options and try to improve the overall taste of the food by hiring
better cooks! efficiency of the dinning hall can also be streamlined to avoid waste of time, by
doing this you'll also be able to keep the sandwich station and the salad bar open for late
night. Also adding a stir fry station would also be very nice.



1 0.13% They could be open a little later.

1 0.13% They could bring healthier food.

1 0.13% They could have food probably cooked and prepared. Chicken is almost always pink. Have
the food not bathed in butter or grease. Have food hotter not cold, have utensils probably
cleaned. Too many times left over food is still on them, DISGUSTING.

1 0.13% They could try making the taste of food vary a little bit more. Sometimes, I feel like
everything just tastes the same.

1 0.13% They could wash forks faster. I have eaten my food with a spoon countless times over the
past few years. Also, closing early on Friday and Saturday has always been a struggle.

1 0.13% They need to be open later than 8pm, especially on the weekends.

1 0.13% They should get more than one person to make omelettes on the weekend. Lines are way
too long and at other universities they have 2-3 workers making omelettes (on weekends,
one is good during the week). The food isnt always appealing to the eye and healthy. There
should be an option of fresh fruits not canned and fruits that are not completely bruised.
Also, an option for fresh steamed vegetables, not frozen. As for meats and starches, they
are very bland, inconsistent, and not always appealing to the eye. I am person that likes to
eat healthy and also have food that tastes good especially if I am paying over a thousand
dollars a semester. I would suggest chicken (legs,wings, thigh, breast), salmon, fish,
steak...made with tender, love and care.

1 0.13% They should let us take snacks and drinks from the dining hall without harassing us we paid
for it !

1 0.13% Theys serve the same things for lunch and dinner (for the most part)

1 0.13% To be honest, I got stomachache once when I ate pasta at Indian or State Quad dining hall.
It is not only me, some of my friends also got stomachache because of pasta. But when I ate
pasta at other Quad, those were fine. So I would strongly recommend you to check the
safety of the food (especially pasta) again.

1 0.13% To have strawberries and more vegetables, also sherbet

1 0.13% Tofu at the salad bar please!

1 0.13% Try to get the orders quicker to the customers. Especially at the Fountain Grill.

1 0.13% Try to have more diversified foods, also maybe a little larger proportions.

1 0.13% Try to keep simple, healthy options on the menu.

1 0.13% Um have more variety on the food.

1 0.13% UPGRADE THE FOOD

1 0.13% Use less spices. Spices are to enhance flavor, not drown the entire taste.

1 0.13% Use real eggs when making scrambled eggs. The powdered or whatever things that are
used on the weekends are not very good.

1 0.13% Use salt in the pasta water. Never use star anise or sesame oil again, and tell your
executive chef that he has no clue what he's doing.

1 0.13% Use the stir fry grill for other food options so it's not stir fry everyday

1 0.13% Using compostable eating utensils and having a composting or organic waste bin in dining
hall.

1 0.13% Variety of food, stations not closed for so long

1 0.13% Vary the food selesction

1 0.13% waffle makers that are allergen free, as in individuals cannot add toppings into the waffle
maker

1 0.13% we need a much wider variety of food

1 0.13% We need more variety at lunch and dinner

1 0.13% Why can't we get the same food as the quad on campus??? We pay the same amount of
money

1 0.13% Widen variety, provide more healthy offerings

1 0.13% Wider varieties of cold cuts for sandwich deli Later hours for dinner

1 0.13% Workers need to have a attitude. Everyone besides Barbara. They are always rude to me
and yell at me.

1 0.13% Workers need to work faster, they tend to take their time and work very slowly.



1 0.13% Would be great if they had more healthy options. Just salads aren't enough

1 0.13% yes - cleaner, and nicer staff, cheaper food

1 0.13% yes i would like to be able to take out food

1 0.13% Yes let student take more than one fruit when leaving the dining hall.

1 0.13% Yes, a ton. Mainly, extending the hours. Yes, I understand you don't want to have to pay
workers for later hours, but deal with it, we're college students, our schedules aren't that of a
9-5 adult yet. Let us live a little. Secondly, actually clean the cups after use, they're so grimy
and gross it takes me more time to find a safe cup than decide my entire meal. Next, if
you're going to advertise your food as curry, please don't make it tasteless!

1 0.13% yes, chicken wing wednesdays

1 0.13% Yes, definitely. Keep it clean such as forks, knifes, spoons, plates and languages. Give
healthier food. Do not serve a small amount just because they don't want to refill the food,
for example, if I want chicken nuggets, the give me 1 or 2 pieces, I ask them for more, they
would say no. Improve attitudes and efficiency. STOP PUTTING EXTRA AMOUNT OF OIL
ON STIR FRY! Improve cooking, the food taste really bad.

1 0.13% Yes, offer different sauces and condiments so my food can be customized and have flavor.
Also try making the meat less dry. Now for the tea and coffee. There should be a better
variety of tea flavors, specifically peach. The coffee is what it is and I've come to peace with
that, however there needs to be more half and half. One container of half and half is not
enough, if there needs to be cutbacks to make that happen get rid of the skim milk for
coffee. There are dispensers for that. The burgers are just unbelievable. They're dry, have
no flavor, the buns are hard, and the cheese is disgusting. Also it'd be nice if there was
more variety in fries other than steak fries.

1 0.13% yes, please more vegan options, atleast vegan pizza, everyone can eat that

1 0.13% yes, purchase better ingredients and better food. As every student goes to the campus
center and says "Why can't our dining halls be this good" I realize this is because of
financial reasons. But seriously There is alot of room for imrpovement. Maybe put more
responsibility in the chefs hands and let them make something they feel passionate about.

1 0.13% Yes, to have cleaner dishes.

1 0.13% Yes. It is unfair that students who pay for unlimited meal plans cannot take guests. They are
paying over 2,000 dollars a semester, and there is just NO way they are eating $2,000 worth
of food. It's honestly disgusting to now allow them to take in a guest every now and again.

1 0.13% Yes. Recently I have been going to State at 7:15 pm, and there have been no forks. Also, I
don't understand why State has cheeseburgers but no hamburgers. I despise
cheeseburgers, and other quads, such as Indian, actually make hamburgers plain that you
can take. I wish State actually had plain hamburgers. If people want cheese, they should be
able to do so themselves. But I haven't been able to have a burger once at all in State
because it only serves cheeseburgers. Not to mention if they did hamburgers instead of
cheeseburgers, it would save the workers time and make them more efficient. I'm glad the
chicken patties are plain there. For awhile State was serving chicken patties with all these
sauces on them, and I refused to get them. I feel like when it comes to making chicken
patties or hamburgers, one should make them plain and give the students the option to add
whatever they wish to them. Also, State Quad has never had the Chocolate Silk Machine
work, which is why I don't like State that much as well. The chocolate milk does work, but
not the chocolate soy milk (silk milk). Also, the music I want to address. This past Sunday,
on Super Bowl Sunday, I ate at State at 7:12 pm, and the music they were playing for once
was so good. It had me smiling and laughing even harder when I was talking with my
friends, since we could all sing along to the songs that were being played since we actually
knew them. Music to me is a big deal, and I'm a strong believer that having good music
while eating can enhance your meal. Chris Brown-With You, Nelly-Just a Dream,
Ne-Yo-Miss Independent, and My Milkshake Brings All The Boys To The Yard were a few
songs that were being played, and I loved each and every one of them. The popular music
type for my generation seems to be pop/r&b/hip hop, and that's what the dining hall finally
once played on Super Bowl Sunday. My recommendation is that more modern pop/r&b/hip
hop music be played instead of rock songs from the 1960's that the majority of us don't even
know nor considering good songs. Also, I wish State had a stir fry bar like Indian does.
Indian has its own stir fry bar in the back which is absolutely delicious. State unfortunately
doesn't have that, and for that reason, whenever interested potential freshman for this
school ask me where should they live, I always recommend to them Indian Quad because
its dining hall is just so much better. Lastly, I wish State were open until 11 pm on
Mon-Thurs like Indian and Colonial are. I hope this were helpful and I would love it if these
things actually were taken into consideration.

781 Respondents



Q37. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Textbook availability

Count Percent

441 40.20% Very satisfied

385 35.10% Moderately satisfied

212 19.33% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

34 3.10% Moderately unsatisfied

25 2.28% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q38. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Speed of service during first
week

Count Percent

413 37.65% Very satisfied

394 35.92% Moderately satisfied

224 20.42% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

50 4.56% Moderately unsatisfied

16 1.46% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q39. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Convenient hours

Count Percent

287 26.16% Very satisfied

397 36.19% Moderately satisfied

262 23.88% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

124 11.30% Moderately unsatisfied

27 2.46% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q40. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Variety of merchandise

Count Percent

364 33.18% Very satisfied

441 40.20% Moderately satisfied

198 18.05% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

77 7.02% Moderately unsatisfied

17 1.55% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q41. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Customer service

Count Percent

448 40.84% Very satisfied

410 37.37% Moderately satisfied

179 16.32% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

35 3.19% Moderately unsatisfied

25 2.28% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents



Q42. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Store website

Count Percent

342 31.18% Very satisfied

370 33.73% Moderately satisfied

296 26.98% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

59 5.38% Moderately unsatisfied

30 2.73% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q43. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Textbook sell back process

Count Percent

170 15.50% Very satisfied

210 19.14% Moderately satisfied

372 33.91% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

161 14.68% Moderately unsatisfied

184 16.77% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q44. Lastly, please rate your overall satisfaction with the following statements in regards to the University Bookstore: - Refund/exchanges

Count Percent

212 19.33% Very satisfied

253 23.06% Moderately satisfied

393 35.82% Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

109 9.94% Moderately unsatisfied

130 11.85% Very unsatisfied

1097 Respondents

Q45. Do you have any comments or suggestions about the bookstore?

Count Percent

181 16.50% Yes (please explain)

Count Percent

1 0.55% For a Barnes & Noble's affiliate the selection of non-college books is very poor. I would like
some young adult fiction's in there too. Also The new Albany merchandise it's too
expensive.

1 0.55% 5ydy

1 0.55% Add pinnies, work out clothes, more socks, etc.

1 0.55% Albany students should have some kind of discount

1 0.55% Allow me to return an unused book back after one week or without dropping a class

1 0.55% Be cheaper, we're all poor here

1 0.55% Be LESS EXPENSIVE! People dread having to get anything from there because they just
know that theyre gonna get bent over and reamed out (financially) by you people

1 0.55% Book store should offer higher by back prices and lower prices on used textbooks

1 0.55% Can they make things a little more affordable for college students?

1 0.55% Carry more energy drinks!

1 0.55% Charge better prices

1 0.55% Cheaper prices

1 0.55% Cheaper prices for the apparel



1 0.55% Closes very early, could be open later

1 0.55% doesn't buyback books enough

1 0.55% Don't buy my book back for $5 then sell it for $50

1 0.55% Downloaded all my books online for free this semester, so I didn't have to buy overpriced
books that will be obsolete in a year. Seriously, FUCK that

1 0.55% Drop textbook prices

1 0.55% E books

1 0.55% Early and later hours of operation would be helpful.

1 0.55% Every time I have been in it is nobody's job to help me, according to all the staff on duty.
They point at each other, and everyone says they're busy while they stand around and
gossip. One time I waited there for at least 10 minutes, being pushed off by gossiping staff
until someone finally decided to acknowledge all I needed was to pick up a box of books...
once they didn't have to walk around to help me they were more than happy to push my
books at me and continue gossiping.

1 0.55% Everything is stupidly expensive in a way that I feel like parents are incentivized to shop
there instead of students.

1 0.55% Explan to students the return policy when it comes to textbooks with out a binding, extremly
confusing to students

1 0.55% Extend return policy and closing hours.

1 0.55% Extended hours with more employees during the busy season (buying and returning).

1 0.55% Give back more money with exchanges Mary Jane should not provide better refunds than
you guys do

1 0.55% great merchandise...would enjoy more sale items

1 0.55% Have a price match so we can find the best prices locally. The books are overpriced and I
spent nearly $1k my first semester which is disgusting when in reality I could've saved so
much had I just opted to go to local book stores. Unless something changes I will never buy
another text book there again

1 0.55% Have more open hours and please change the policy for returning or selling back books it is
very inconvenient

1 0.55% I am a big fan of the candy and drink selection in there.

1 0.55% I believe some requirements are unfair. If we can find the textbook cheaper from someone
else, I would like to buy the access code separately so I do not have to pay for something
that I already have. That was my only concern.

1 0.55% I believe there should be more clothing to buy.

1 0.55% I bought a book there last semester and when I tried do sell it to them back they simply
didn't buy it. That's weird because the book was well conserved.

1 0.55% I buy my books for a ridiculously large price in the hopes I can sell them back, but the
bookstore refuses to buy them. Perfect condition, barely used calculus book. $200 down the
drain for me without even a little cash back. Disgusting. Stop ripping us off.

1 0.55% I don't think this is the schools department-more of a contract with Barnes and noble
maybe-but the merch. Is extremely expensive. I want to wear my ualbany gear and show my
colors and pride but I can't afford to buy anything from them! Maybe we can have more
options for apparel. If I do to my home town and someone sees me wearing ualbany
gear-maybe they will tell their niece or whomever who is applying to colleges to think about
Albany. It would be smarter marketing to make the clothing cheaper so more people would
buy it and promote the school

1 0.55% I feel that the bookstore should have more sales on the school gear, because I would really
like to purchase some things and show school spirit.

1 0.55% I found my textbooks easily for a cheaper price online. I did not buy any books from the
bookstore this year. Offer more discounts or deals in order to compete with cheaper
alternatives.

1 0.55% I hate how you must buy the full price of the books even when you don't want them but then
they refund you if you do not want. I think that is a horrible rule

1 0.55% I pay so much to receive pennies back on very expensive textbooks. You're killing me
smalls.

1 0.55% i personally think they do a great job at providing fast service for book delivery as well as
have a really good set of staff

1 0.55% I suggest the bookstore sells merchandise such as notebooks and pens at competitive



prices. I also suggest the bookstore carry more electronics such as ethernet cables and
adaptors.

1 0.55% I think it would be great if Liberty had a little cafe!

1 0.55% I think it's very frustrating, being a freshman, that when I purchased an iClicker I didn't know
I could rent it for cheaper. No one told me, not even the cashier. So when I bought it, I
thought I could return it and get my money back when I was done with it but when I came to
return it, it was apparently too late. I believe that a time period for something to be handed in
at the bookstore and doesn't even notify you about it, is completely unnecessary. I wasted
$100.

1 0.55% i think the service is very good there

1 0.55% I think they shouldn't sell their books to be so expensive

1 0.55% I tried to sell back my textbook however they denied the highest price until the end of the
semester.

1 0.55% I understand that the bookstore prefers to keep things as secure as possible but i feel as if
letting students search for the book they need and standing in line to buy the book would
speed the process. Our school is becoming to large for us to have to wait for 3 or 4
individuals to get a book while 70+ plus kids waiting in line. Stealing from the school should
lead to automatic termination from the school to keep kids from stealing. Or just limit the
amount of kids that our allowed in the bookstore at one time. I feel as if either of these
processes would lead to faster and more satisfied students instead of us waiting in line for a
book that might not even be in the bookstore.

1 0.55% i wanna use munch money at bookstore

1 0.55% I wish the bookstore gave more money back for some books that I paid so much money for.

1 0.55% I wish we could use our munch money in the bookstore. They sell food there too.

1 0.55% I would like to see apparel of all UAlbany sports teams.

1 0.55% I'm sure it isn't everything to do with U-Albany in particular but it is frustrating to have to buy
a new version of a textbook for double the price of last years edition from another student. It
would be nice if students and textbook companies could maybe meet somewhere in the
middle :) I do like that you offer textbooks without access codes and vise versa

1 0.55% If I buy the book the day off the return deadline and would like to return it the following day.
It should be allowed to be returned

1 0.55% If I'm gonna pay $200 for a textbook, can ya'll at the very least make it bound? It is
ridiculous that I after to pay more money for a binder to put it in. No one in their right mind
likes a loose leaf textbook.

1 0.55% If possible, there should be raffles to win a free book for that semester! That would get more
students involved. If they win, that's one less book they have to stress about during the
semester.

1 0.55% if you want to return a book you shouldn't have to drop a class. maybe i found a cheaper
version online. Maybe a friend gave me theirs a bit late.

1 0.55% In several classes, I have had to buy "special packages" containing several books, software,
or whatever, which are available only from the campus bookstore. I seriously feel as though
I am being taken advantage of by this, with the college attempting to monopolize on the
selling of books to its students. I once had to buy one of these "special packages", costing
me more than $200.00 for two thin, paperback books. I felt absolutely swindled by this.
These "U-Albany textbook-package" systems need to end. I already pay a ton of money just
to go to school here... you shouldn't have to squeeze every last bit of money out of me.
Also, I have noticed, in desperation, that the bookstore sells two or three different
anti-diarrheal medicines, but absolutely nothing for constipation. This makes zero sense to
me, especially since many would argue that the latter is a more-serious problem. Finally, it
seems to me that much of the school-branded merchandise is way overpriced. $16.00 for a
ceramic coffee mug is ridiculous, especially since I have bought comparable, high-quality,
mugs from small, independent vendors, for a dollar each. If such "Mom and Pop"
restaurants can pull this off, then I can't see why a huge university can't.

1 0.55% It is more expensive than Mary Jane's. Especially Moshier's 211 accounting book. I paid
around $300 (including a brand new iClicker and calculator) just in supplies for that class
last semester and I cannot even receive a penny back for the book that I was required to
purchase. I asked about buying just connect through the book store since I had a credit and
it was such a lengthy process that I just ended up getting the package deal. Way too
expensive.

1 0.55% It seems like none of the science related textbooks ever bought back. Not sure if anything
can be done, just complaining!

1 0.55% It should be illegal to force students to buy books customized for one teacher, and then not
allow us to sell them back. The book material doesn't change and every teacher admits it.
This school is run by thieves.



1 0.55% It would be nice if the school supplies offered had a more affordable price point. As a
student I feel it is preposterous that the price of school supplies are more expensive here
than at a local store.

1 0.55% It's just too expensive

1 0.55% It's too expensive

1 0.55% It's very poorly run. Please work on the structure of how things run. I waited a month for a
textbook and whenever I asked about it I got a rude reply

1 0.55% Its really expensive!

1 0.55% Its too expensive and it seems it just a rip-off. they have a monopoly here so they should
offer cheaper books.

1 0.55% Keep a longer date for textbook refunds in the first few weeks

1 0.55% Keep prices low and have more sales.

1 0.55% let students know if they can actually rent textbooks before automatically purchasing one

1 0.55% let us sell book with a reasonable amount please.

1 0.55% Love everyone that works there! All always in a good mood.

1 0.55% lower down the prices for the ualbany apparel

1 0.55% lower prices

1 0.55% Lower prices

1 0.55% Lower Prices for textbooks and apparel.

1 0.55% Lower prices of textbooks!

1 0.55% lower prices on merchandise

1 0.55% Lower textbook prices. We're not made of money!

1 0.55% Lower the prices ! Doesn't have to be dirt cheap but at least reasonable, simple common
stuff are over priced.

1 0.55% Lower the prices of apparel. We pay hundred of dollars for books, the least you could do is
make our apparel cheaper

1 0.55% LOWER THE PRICES!!!!

1 0.55% Lower your prices.

1 0.55% Make books less expensive. I get most of my books on Amazon, and only get books not
offered online at the UAlbany Bookstore.

1 0.55% Make items less expensive. It cost entirely too much for a t-shirt or mug

1 0.55% Make rental returns faster

1 0.55% Make textbooks cheaper

1 0.55% Make textbooks cheaper, please.

1 0.55% Make the Textbooks cheaper. If I have to pay 200$ for a book at your store, I might as well
just go and get the book from amazon or a local book shop.

1 0.55% Materials are so ridiculously expensive. The bookstore needs to advocate for students for
lower prices OR IT WILL LOSE OUR BUSINESS. WE ARE POOR.

1 0.55% maybe more used books

1 0.55% Merchandise prices are very expensive and should be lowered to an affordable amount.

1 0.55% More fairness in profit in prices of books, very unsatisfied with policy

1 0.55% More free books

1 0.55% More leniency in condition of rented textbooks being returned.

1 0.55% MORE USED BOOKS

1 0.55% More used books please....

1 0.55% More variety of things would be cool, like better phone cases, maybe some shot glasses etc

1 0.55% Needs books that aren't textbooks Bestsellers maybe?

1 0.55% Needs quicker service at textbook return time



1 0.55% none

1 0.55% None

1 0.55% Nope

1 0.55% not just athletic apparel more wide spread brands representing our school logo rather than
just athletic clothing brands.

1 0.55% Offer low budget items such as notebooks.

1 0.55% Open for longer

1 0.55% Overall great bookstore. Just expensive books.

1 0.55% overpriced

1 0.55% pay me more than 26 dollars for books that cost me over 300

1 0.55% People in the bookstore were very kind.

1 0.55% Please be more specific when it comes to mailing books back. Because once the books
have been mailed back to the store, if they do not arrive on time that student still gets
charged.

1 0.55% Please buy back a la carte books if they are in good condition

1 0.55% Please buy back books at the beginning of the semester as well. I had finals up until I left
and when I went to sell my book back the first week of classes you would not buy it.

1 0.55% Please charge less money for books! Even used rentals cost way too much

1 0.55% Please lower the prices of the textbooks?

1 0.55% Please lower your prices! Tuition is expensive enough.

1 0.55% Please stop jacking up prices for textbooks, we already pay tuition.

1 0.55% Please tell students you are charging for a new book instead of used BEFORE you actually
charge them

1 0.55% Possibly better organization of the checkout/sell back process.

1 0.55% Price matching needs to be an option given to students

1 0.55% Prices are too damn high.

1 0.55% Prices are very expensive, but all things are nice !

1 0.55% Prices too high

1 0.55% Remind students of rental books due to the bookstore before they leave for break. It wasn't
helpful to remind me the day after I had to be out of the residence halls.

1 0.55% Rental return policy is way too strict

1 0.55% Returning books is a hassle, anytime you open a book out of plastic you can't return it

1 0.55% Sell stuff cheaper. Student Discount. Make stuff affordable, we're already paying tuition.

1 0.55% Should explain sell back options more in depth

1 0.55% Since all the books that are bought from the book store are under the students account.
whether they are bought in the store or online they do not all show up in under books that
need to be returned at the end of the semester. This makes it difficult to remember exactly
which books you owe back to the store and which you have actually bought.

1 0.55% staff is generally unhappy. buy back program is pathetic. often offered a dollar or two for
books i paid fifty dollars or more for

1 0.55% Stay open later and have more school supplies.

1 0.55% Stay open later, and lower prices on merchandise. We're only college students and cannot
afford, for example, and $60 sweatshirt.

1 0.55% Stop making everything outrageously expensive. We are college students.

1 0.55% Tectbook sellback needs work

1 0.55% TEXTBOOKS ARE WAY TOO EXPENSIVE

1 0.55% The books are way too pricey as well as the rental prices. It is way cheaper on Amazon.

1 0.55% The bookstore is great, the staff is friendly, textbook buy-back offers fair prices, and they're
only about fifty thousand times better than the dining halls.

1 0.55% The bookstore is very sneaky in the way that their merchandise is priced. For example, they



sell the Spanish 100 textbook for about 150 dollars. However, that price is actually for an
access code that lasts 2 semesters, when most students only need it for oone.they don't
advertise that, and I only found out by chance that I can pay half the price for one semester.
I don't enjoy the way in which they handle customers as well. I've worked for them once
before and it was not a positive experience.

1 0.55% The bookstore is well organize and usually is very neat and clean, but everything is
expensive, and they should have more and better discount.

1 0.55% The bookstore prices for textbooks are generally much higher than what you can get the
books online for. Also, they tend to give you less money for selling the books back as well.

1 0.55% The Bookstore should have rented textbooks in stock!

1 0.55% The bookstore should include Ualbany themed golf clubs and tennis rackets.

1 0.55% The bookstore should incorporate a more flexible policy on books that are rented in regards
to refunds and exchanges, the bookstore should also be open later on weekdays and
weekends during the first weeks of the semester. Also the textbook buyback system is a bit
of a scam, how does a 300 dollar textbook loss 3/4 of its value in three months? Overall if
the University can't afford to give the students a reasonable amount for their textbooks,
through the buyback program, they should offer more money for the book in the form of a
bookstore gift card, so the students can get there next semester's books at the bookstore.
This I believe will drive up revenue and get more returning student consumers.

1 0.55% The bookstore should make all the books avaliable for rent

1 0.55% The customer service is extremely poor. I am constantly met with attitude.

1 0.55% The date to return textbooks is completely irrelevant as people are still figuring out their
classes into the cut off point of the return date. This needs to be addressed as well as the
prices of books, amazon has books for sometimes 50% and more off of what the bookstore
price is

1 0.55% The high price of textbooks is a bit much. Often times the only books that are available are
the new books which are too pricey.

1 0.55% The items are rediculously over priced. It's basically stealing

1 0.55% The location is hidden

1 0.55% the prices are absolutley rediculous, never bought a book there always find for cheaper
online after a 2 minute web search

1 0.55% The prices are too damn high.

1 0.55% The prices are too high, we are college students and most of us are on tight budgets.

1 0.55% The rule of a student will be charged for a new textbook automatically if a used book runs
out online has to stop. It isn't convenient for someone who has just enough money to buy a
used textbook instead of a brand new one.

1 0.55% The sell back process is terrible and should be now accept books from classes that will
definitely be happening again in another semester

1 0.55% The staff at the bookstore are always very helpful and very polite. They truly help me find my
books and make sure I am getting the best deal possible.

1 0.55% The textbooks are too expensive

1 0.55% The website used to automatically know what books you needed, and now you need to
manually find them all. I think they should change back to when the site already knew all of
your books.

1 0.55% Their prices are way too high. You need to cut it!

1 0.55% They need to expand their hours especially open on Saturdays.

1 0.55% They should stop using standard box size for the books. Ive ordered a thin paperback book
and it came with a huge box.

1 0.55% Things are pretty expensive in there, and the students notice the markups in exchange for
convenience.

1 0.55% This is something you guys actually do correctly. Keep it up. Maybe lower prices on
textbooks to lessen student debt we already pay so much to attend this school and the
money definitely isnt going towards dinning

1 0.55% This semester I rented my books before the first day of classes (as I almost always need the
required books) and once I got to classes my professor mentioned that we did not need one
of the books anymore. The book was on back order so it did not come in (until apparently
the last day to return books for a full refund) but by the time I received the email that my
book was ready, I always already at practice, which didn't end until the bookstore was
closed. I went the following morning to say I didn't need the book anymore and was sternly



told that it was too late. After some back and forth, the bookstore took my book back. I was
dissatisfied because I was given less than a day to pick up/return my book and I couldn't
because of my practice (as I am a student-athlete). I did not read or find anywhere online
that said I had until a specific day to return a book that was back ordered. I think in the
future there shouldn't be a specific date to return books, especially since it was still in the
beginning of school.

1 0.55% Too expensive

1 0.55% Too expensive. I appreciate the convenience, but the prices are too high

1 0.55% Try harder to compete with Amazon, Chegg, etc.

1 0.55% turn the heat down a little.

1 0.55% Very student-friendly.

1 0.55% victoria secret and nike

1 0.55% Way too expensive.

1 0.55% We need to adopt more textbook affordability provisions; namely, open-source textbooks.

1 0.55% Well, isn't it obvious? Not to be rude, but it's a blatant ripoff. Also the buyback program
barely makes up for the hundreds of dollars you spend on books. My honest opinion? I
wised up and stopped using the bookstore after my freshman year. I use the website to look
up my books and that's it. I order my books from Chegg, they're way cheaper and buy them
back at great prices. The only time I order from the bookstore is if a class has those dumb
required packages or UAlbany specific course texts. Again, I say: ripoff. Sorry guys.

1 0.55% When selling back used books, give us at least half the price of the books we paid for please
as it only seems fair than just giving us $15 for a $200 text book.

1 0.55% why are the books so expensive they're not like that online wtf

1 0.55% Why can't we return a textbook if we no longer want it if the textbook was recently
purchased.

1 0.55% why is the apparel so expensive? We pay so much for tutition we don't have money to
spend $70 on a sweater or sweat pants !

1 0.55% Why sell books that students cant return when the semester ends?

1 0.55% wouldnt let me return my shirt. that was mean

1 0.55% You can make double the amount of money back by selling textbooks to online websites
instead of bookstore.

1 0.55% You should give more money back for the books because you take enough money from us
as it is and textbook prices are rediculous as it is so the least you could do is help students
out a little bit rather than trying to squeeze every last penny out of us.

916 83.50% No
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